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Ah experiment has been performed to demonstrate 
the use of a new technique for measuring the unsteady 
longitudinal derivatives of slender wings at low 
speeds. The technique used a stationary fluid medium, 
water, and a model wing was towed through the water with 
its flight path constrained to follow a fixed cam rail. 
The normal force and pitching moment on the wing were 
measured by strain gauges fixed to its sting support.
The new technique had the following advantages 
over traditional oscillatory methods:
(i) The ratio of aerodynamic forces to inertia forces 
was high because water was used as the fluid.
(ii) It was able to discriminate the w, q and Ô  
derivatives.
(ill) Any non-linearity in the derivatives could be
studied without interference of transient effects. 
The longitudinal derivatives Zw, Zq, , m̂ ÿ, 
for the AGARD model G planform were measured but there 
was a good deal of experimental scatter, particularly 
in the z derivatives. The m derivatives compared well 
with results from oscillatory tests but the z derivatives 
did not compare so well. A correlation was obtained 
between the theoretical virtual mass and the transient 
behaviour of the normal force at the start of the 
plunging and constant q manoeuvres. The derivatives 
which cannot normally be measured independently,
Zq and mq, were measured to a better degree of accuracy 
than the other derivatives.
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Photographs of the paths of the vortex cores were 
obtained using the hydrogen bubble technique. The 
photographs were not of sufficient accuracy to enable 
a correlation to be made with the strain gauge 
measurements but a difference in the position of the 
vortices for positive and negative pitching rates was 
observed.
It was concluded that the new technique could be 
successfully applied to the measurement of the derivatives 
for a slender wing but that modifications would be 
necessary to improve the precision of the measurements.
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The behaviour of aircraft in response to 
atmospheric turbulence and to the controls is an 
important ingredient in their safe and efficient 
operation. At the design stage it is necessary to 
solve the aerodynamic equations of motion which 
describe the response, and in order to do this, 
estimates of the aerodynamic derivatives must be 
available. The complete stability matrix covers 
both lateral and longitudinal derivatives but here 
the longitudinal derivatives due to w, q,0 only 
have been considered.
In the past, the longitudinal derivatives of 
aircraft with high aspect ratio wings and conventional 
tailplanes were relatively easy to predict because 
most of the pitching derivative came from the 
tailplane and the wing contribution was usually 
less than 10% (ref. 1). The w derivative was small 
and linear lifting surface theory was adequate for 
its estimation. There was also a great deal of 
flight test data of similar planforms which could be 
used.
As q)eeds grew higher and wing sweep angles 
became larger the contribution of the wing increased. 
For tailless aircraft, such as Concorde, the wing 
contribution to the derivatives became all-important. 
This type of aircraft is characterised by poor 
damping in pitch, leading to a poorly damped short 
period oscillation (ref. 2). Two slender wing
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research aircraft, the BAC221 and IIP115, have 
contributed greatly to knowledge of this type of 
aircraft and the imminent introduction of Concorde 
and Tul44 into airline service will further this 
knowledge. Owing to the comparatively small 
number of slender wing designs so far flown 
however, there is a lack of flight test data to 
carry over to new designs. Methods of prediction 
are mostly based on linear theories ranging from 
the simple slender wing theory of Jones (ref. 3), 
through the lifting surface theory of Garner (ref.4), 
to the indicial aerodynamic theories of Watkins 
(ref. 5), Tobak (ref. 6) and others. Many of these 
are only applicable to a particular range of 
frequencies. More recently Garner and Lehrian (ref.7) 
have produced a theory which is valid for any 
frequency. Randall (ref. 8) has developed a non-linear 
theory based on the separated flow model of Brown 
and Michael (ref. 9)* Whilst this evolution has led 
to improved accuracy, model tests are still necessary 
to provide definitive results, particularly where the 
effects of nacelles, forebodies etc. are present.
Accepting the need for model tests, there have 
traditionally been two methods:
(i) Free flight. This has been used by Turner,
Ross and Edwards (ref. 10) for the
AGARD model G planform at transonic speeds.
This method has the advantages that there are 
no wall effects, particularly important at
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transonic speeds, and that it is possible to 
obtain the complete aircraft response. The 
tests have to be carried out on an opportunity 
basis, however, and the yield of data in a 
reasonable timescale is poor. In addition, the 
test conditions cannot be controlled to the 
same extent as in a wind tunnel.
(ii) Sinusoidal oscillation in a wind tunnel. This 
can be done by a free vibration technique 
whereby the damping derivatives are found by 
measuring the rate of decay of oscillations, 
though it is more usual nowadays to use a forced 
vibration method. The resultant force and its 
phase angle are measured, the quadrature 
component giving the damping derivative and the 
in-phase component giving the sum of the 
mechanical stiffness and normal acosieration 
derivatives, A summary of the experimental 
techniques has been given by Bratt (ref. ll).
The forced vibration method has been applied to 
slender wings by Wright (ref. 12) and Thompson 
and Fail (ref. 13). This technique, although 
the most commonly used, has the following 
drawbacks:
(a) To obtain measurable aerodynamic loads in a 
wind tunnel, high pitching and heaving rates 
must be used which, in turn, give large model 
inertia effects. The model inertias are usually 
eliminated by measuring the derivatives wind-off.
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This still involves the acceleration of a 
mass of air, the so called *virtual mass', 
the theory of which is itself not firmly 
established.
(b) Q  and w are changing continually during the 
cycle so that any derivatives which are time 
dependent will also be frequency dependent.
This effect is usually investigated by testing 
at different frequencies. For some of the 
derivatives the frequency effect is not 
significant, while for others, such as the
w derivatives, there is a marked frequency 
effect (ref. 14). For wings with non-linear 
lift characteristics such as those considered 
here, the derivatives also vary with the 
amplitude, so that further tests have to be 
made using different amplitudes. Since rigid 
body frequencies for real aircraft tend to be 
rather lower than the frequencies desirable for 
wind-tunnel work, there is a problem of 
extrapolating data which includes transient 
effects. In addition, the assumption that the 
derivative is independent of rate is usually 
made to facilitate the analysis of the 
results, so that any non-linearity is obscured.
(c) Using a stationary model it is difficult to 
measure all the derivatives required. In 
particular, for longitudinal motion, it is 
not normally possible to separate the w
- 7 - .
derivative and the q derivative. Usually, a 
heaving or pitching oscillation is performed 
and it is assumed that the pure pitching 
derivative (changing attitude without 
changing incidence) is the difference between 
the w a n d Ô derivatives. As there are large 
model inertia effects in the w derivatives it 
is difficult to measure these accurately.
At Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Statler,
Tufts and Hirtreiter (ref, 15) developed a 
facility which was able to simulate pure 
pitching motion by using a sting driven by 
two eccentrics. It was able to simulate any 
combination of heaving and pitching in sinusoidal 
oscillation and therefore measure the derivatives 
separately. The results were inconclusive, 
however, the w derivatives in particular being 
very inaccurate.
The programme of this present research began 
when in 1970 Wingham (ref, l6) proposed a new 
technique for measuring the longitudinal derivatives 
of slender wings. The aim was to over come the 
major drawbacks of existing methods using simple and 
inexpensive apparatus and instrumentation. He 
proposed using a stationary fluid medium, water, and 
a moving model. Because of the low Reynolds number 
at practicable speeds, this method is only applicable 
to slender sharp-edged wings whose flow pattern is 
not sensitive to changes in Reynolds number.
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Furthermore, the flow is incompressible so that the 
region of most current practical interest, the 
transonic regime, cannot be studied. Despite these 
drawbacks, this technique has several major 
advantages over the oscillatory technique:
(i) Water provides large aerodynamic forces at low 
speeds so that the aerodynamic forces are much 
bigger than the model inertia forces.
(ii) Any flight path encountered in real flight, 
including horizontal acceleration, can be 
simulated under controlled test conditions 
enabling easy separation of the effects of 
fundamental unsteady motions.
(iii) No oscillation is involved so that non-linear 
aerodynamic derivatives and transient effects 
can be studied.
The basic principles of this technique are 
shown diagraramatically in Fig. 2.0i, The model was 
sting mounted, the sting being carried on a parallel 
linkage. The flight path and attitude of the model 
were controlled by a cam rail acting through the 
parallel linkage. The forces on the model were 
measured by strain gauges attached to the sting.
The emphasis of this research was on development 
and proving of the new technique by measuring the 
longitudinal aerodynamic derivatives of a slender 
sharp-edged wing having an AGAllD Model G planform. 
Measurements from oscillatory tests were to be used 
as a comparison for the derivatives. Since very few
- 9 -
results were available for the w derivatives and none 
at all for the q derivatives, theoretical values were 
to fee used for comparison. The tank readily lent 
itself to the application of flow visualisation 
techniques and it was hoped to obtain a correlation 
between the measured forces and moments and the 
positions of the leading edge vortex cores.
The research was sponsored by MOD(PE) and the 
author received a SilC studentship.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF TllE SYSTEM
2,1 General layout
The basic principles of the apparatus are 
shown schematically in Fig, 2.01. The model was 
carried through the water on a strain gauged sting 
which measured the normal force and pitching moment 
exerted on the model by the water. The sting was 
connected via a parallel linkage to a cam rail 
which controlled the flight path and incidence of 
the model. The linkage was free to slide 
vertically on a trolley travelling along horizontal 
rails, A drawing of the complete system is shown 
in Fig, 2.02 and photographs of the system in 
Figs. 2,05; 2,04, 2,05. The system can be divided 
into five main elements
(i) the tank
(ii) the trolley and parallel linkage
(iii) the cam rail
(iv) the winching system
(v) instrumentation
The facility was designed to allow flow 
visualisation techniques to be used. This is 
described more fully in Chapter 5.
2.2, Specification of unsteady motions
Before embrking on the design it was necessary 
to determine the range of parameters which would 
approximate to real flight conditions. A model 
with a root chord of 6in(l5.2cm) travelling at
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5ft/sec (l.52m/sec) was originally selected to 
give adequate forces with a reasonable size of 
facility. This speed was later found to be too 
high and a speed of 2,6ft/sec (0,85m/sec) was used. 
This gave a Reynolds number, based on root 
chord Co, of 1.138 x 10^. As explained in the 
introduction, this was very low but was adequate 
to give separated flow on a sharp edged model.
To provide a basis for determining the range 
of movement of the model, the take-off manoeuvre 
was selected as a typical example of unsteady motion; 
a study of ref. 17 showed that, during this 
manoeuvre, incidence and attitude may change by 
about i deg. per chord length travelled. Also, 
forward speed and vertical speed may change by about 
±% per chord length travelled. It was originally 
intended to test at up to four times these rates, 
ie. 2 deg. per chord length travelled, but it was 
found to be difficult to set the rail sufficiently 
accurately to measure any derivatives much below 
this rate. In the end the highest rate used was 
4 deg. per chord length travelled. It was also 
Intended to have a test run of 10 chord lengths but 
this proved impossible at the higher rates of change 
because of restricted vertical travel. In these 
cases the test run was reduced in length.
To separate the effects of different parameters 
it was decided to concentrate on the following
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four types of motion:
(i) Forward acoEieration at constant incidence and 
attitude
(ii) Normal acceleration at constant attitude and 
constant forward speed (plunging)
(iii) Rotation at constant incidence at constant 
forward speed (constant q)
(iv) Attitude and incidence increasing together at 
constant forward speed (pitching)
Case (i) could not be investigated in the 
tiraescale but the other cases were chosen to provide 
the z^, Z q ,  z^, mvV, n i q ,  m^ derivatives. These 
motions are shown in Fig. 2.06b and the methods of 
achieving them in Fig. 2.0?. These, then, were the 
basic requirements of the system. Specifications 





(i) The cross-section of the tank mpst be such 
that the model does not experience 
significant wall effects,
(ii) It must be long enough to accommodate 
acceleration and braking distances and a 
test section 5ft (i,5m) long.
(iii) It must be covered over most of its surface 
to suppress surface waves
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(iv) It must permit flow visualisation,
2.3.1.2 Dimens ions
The main considerations in deciding on the 
tank dimensions were the necessity of providing 
enough room to allow the range of movement 
required and to minimise the effect of wall 
constraint on the flow over the wing.
A test length of 3ft (l.3m) (equivalent to 
10 wing chords) and a depth of 9in (23cm) were 
necessary to accommodate the maximum vertical 
translation, A tank length of 3 times the 
test length, ie, 15ft (4.62m) was considered 
adequate to include the acceleration and braking 
distances.
The wall effect was present in both steady 
and unsteady results. For this reason only the 
change in wall effect was considered important, 
particularly as the theory of wall constraint 
for slender wings was not very precise anyway. 
The calculation of the wall effect may be found 
in section 3.11. This showed that for a tank 
section 2ft 6 in (77cm) deep and 1ft (30cm) wide 
the correction for change in wall constraint 
would be small,
A tank 2ft 6in (77cm) deep and lft(30cm) 
wide provided an adequate track width for the 
trolley and was also convenient from a 
structural point of view. It was thought that 
the structural and operating penalties of a
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larger tank would not be justified in view of 
the small gains from reduction of wall 
constraint.
2.3.1.3 Construction
To permit flow visualisation the tank had 
to be glass walled with a minimum of framing 
obstructing the view. Perspex walls were 
considered but rejected due to their poor 
quality for photographic work. The tank is 
shown in Figs. 2,02 and 2,03.
The tank floor was a single length of 
1ft (30cm) X 4in (lOcm) channel section carried 
on eight legs which extended above the tank 
floor to form the frame for the glass. Between 
the legs the side panels were glass, as also 
were the ends. The glass was rubber mounted 
to prevent local stress concentrations. 
Turnbuckles at the bottom of the legs were used 
to brace them and provide the correct spacing 
at the top.
As originally designed, the middle legs 
proved too flexible, causing a side pahiel to 
crack along the diagonal from the top of a 
middle leg to the bottom of an end leg. These 
were stiffened so that when the tank was filled 
with water the deflection at the top of the 
leg was less than 0 .023in(0.63mm).
The maximum stress in the glass side panels
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is given by the formula (ref. 18)
2. *s n k^wL where L * depth of tank
  t » thickness of glass
, w s. pressure at bottom 
of tank 
kgs constant depending 
on length of side 
panel and edge 
conditions
It was assumed that the frame did not 
deflect and the edge condition was simply 
supported. This overestimated the stress as the 
rubber mounting gave a condition somewhere 
between simply supported and built in. For 
ordinary plate glass, |in(9,5mm) thick, this 
gave a stress of 32001bf/in* (22x10^N/m*" ) which 
was well within the working stress for glass 
of 100001bf/in^(69xl(f N/m^).
The mounting of the glass and sealing 
caused several problems aggravated by the design 
of the tank. As shown in Fig. 2.08, the glass 
panel was mounted on the outer faces of the 
floor section and top rail and on the inner 
faces of the legs, causing stress concentrations 
in the corners. Clamping plates were used to 
secure the glass on the outer face. This left 
a channel iin(2.54cm) deep by Jin(l.27cm) wide 
for the glass to sit in with a rubber mounting. 
Initially, flat rubber strip ̂ i n ( 2.5mm) thick 
was used on each face to provide the rubber 
mounting. Due to irregularities in the frame 
this set up stresses in the glass which caused
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it to crack. This problem was overcome by 
replacing the rubber strip with soft rubber 
tubing 0.12in (3mm) bore and 0.02in (^mm) 
wall thickness. This problem would not have 
arisen if the glass had been mounted on the 
inside face of all the main structure with the 
clamping plates on the inside face of the glass.
Sealing, around the edges of the glass 
and over clamping bolts, was provided by 
Prestik 5925, a type of waterproof putty in 
ribbon form made by Bostik Ltd. The design 
of the tank again caused problems here because 
the putty had to be applied after the glass 
had been mounted. Several attempts were made 
to cure leaks by using motor car underseal and 
weatherproofing tape but none were completely 
satisfactory. It was found, however, that 
leaks occurred most often when the tank was 
emptied and refilled, especially if allowed to 
dry out in between. A week after filling most 
of the leaks had disappeared.
The tank was painted with a zinc chroraate 
primer and a top coat of Epidura, a two component 
paint made by Atlas.
The tank structure was also used to carry 
the main trolley rails along its top members. 
These rails were small gauge flat bottom pattern 
made from aluminium alloy. They were mounted 
on spacers and levelled with shims to an
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accuracy o f — O.OO^in (O.125mm). The last 
2ft (6lcm) were bent up to provide emergency 
braking should the trolley fail to stop at the 
end of its run. When it reached this part of 
the rail the trolley automatically disengaged 
from the towing rope.
The perspex roof of the tank is shown in 
Fig. 2.09. It was made up of six quickly 
detachable sections which could be removed to 
enable the model to be lifted out. There was 
a lin (2.54cm) gap down the centre to allow 
passage of the parallel linkage.
The main structure of the tank was also 
used to carry the pulleys for the winching 
system and the cam rail supporting structure.
2.5.2 The trolley and parallel linkage
2.5.2.1 Specification
(i) The model had to be controlled in pitch
and vertical displacement by the cam rail.
(ii) Bearings and pivots had to, be free of play
so that the model would follow the cam
rail exactly.
(iii) Provision had to made for counter­
balancing the linkage.
(iv) The trolley had to carry tlie model and 
also a television or cine camera.
2.3.2.2 The parallel linkage
The parallel linkage is shown in Fig. 2.10 
with its dimensions. The sting was ii.5in(29.2cm)
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long from the centre of rotation of the model 
to the forward vertical arm. This governed the 
length of the rearward arms whose centre of 
rotation was directly above that of the model.
The rearward arms had ball race pivots at the 
vertical slide block and at the vertical arms.
The bearings in the top of the vertical arras 
were carried in machined aluminium blocks.
These were connected to a fork at the bottom by 
cadmium plated streamlined section tubing, the 
pivots at the lower end being carried on sealed • 
single row ball races in the lower sting 
mounting arm. The sting itself was detachable 
from the lower ana.
The complete linkage was pivoted on a 
vertical slide block which ran on two linear 
bearings on a silver steel pillar. The linkage 
was originally prevented from rotating in a 
horizontal plane about this pillar by a 
horizontal restraining arm which ran on 
bearings on a vertical member of the trolley 
frame. It was found that this allowed the 
linkage to twist about an axis through the centre 
of the four upper rearward arms. To prevent 
this, the restraining arm was removed and the 
existing arms stiffened and extended behind the 
vertical arms by the addition of aluminium 
channel sections. The extensions carried surface 
ball bearings which were free to run over a
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vertical guide plate attached to a trolley 
member, thereby reducing twist and preventing 
rotation about a horizontal axis. This guide 
plate is shown in Fig, 2.11. The rearward 
arms were also extended in front of the vertical 
slide to carry counterbalancing weights, if 
these had proved necessary. The rearward arms 
were free to pivot through approximately 30* 
and could be clamped at any angle within this 
range. It was also possible to clamp the 
vertical slide in a fixed position relative 
to the pillar.
2.3.2.3 The sting
The sting is shown in Figs. 2.12, 2.13,
2.14. It was machined from IIE30 aluminium alloy 
to dimensions chosen to provide a measurable 
strain gauge output without a large end deflection. 
The dimensions of the sting along with the 
strain at the measuring stations and end 
deflection are given in Appendix 1. One end of 
the sting was bolted to the lower sting mounting 
arm and a stud was located in the other end to 
carry the model wing. A streamlined fairing 
(sting shield) enclosed the sting and was 
attached to the lower sting mounting arm. (Fig. 2.13)". 
This reduced the aerodynamic loads experienced 
by the sting itself.
2.3.2.4 The model wing
The wing was made from l6 gauge aluminium
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alloy with an AGARD model G planform. The 
edges had a 0.25in(0.66cm) chamfer on both sides 
to give a sharp edge. The wing is shown in
Fig. 2.15.
2.3.2.5 The trolley
The pillar was carried in a frame made 
from square section aluminium Itubing which 
formed the trolley shown in Figs. 2.16, 2.17, 
2.18. On the original trolley an additional 
arm extended over the side of t he tank to 
carry a television or cine camera for use in 
flow visualisation studies. It, was found that 
the cameras were too heavy, how^ever, and this 
arm was not used.
The trolley ran on four 4im( 10cm) diameter 
flanged cast iron wheels fitted! with roller 
bearings and running on hardened! steel spindles. 
The spindles were clamped to two side members 
of the trolley and their back-to-back distance 
could be adjusted using shims. The flanges 
were relieved i* to prevent binding on the rails.
Counterbalancing of the pa^rallel linkage 
assembly was provided by Negaton* springs whose 
restoring force is independent of extension.
These were fixed to the trolley frame and their 
free ends attached to the horizontal arms of 
the linkage. This enabled the £>prings to 
counterbalance both the vertical], slide and the 
parallel linkage without increaseing the weight
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carried by the slide. The right amount of 
counterbalancing was achieved by trial and 
error.
2.3.2.6 The cam followers
The follower arrangement is shown in 
Fig. 2.19. One of the upper rearward arms 
had a smaller arm attached to it which carried 
two ball races equally spaced either side of 
the centre of rotation of the arms. By 
positioning the front follower under the rail 
and the rear follower above the rail the 
weight of the linkage kept them in contact 
with the rail. Too little counterbalancing 
distorted the rail and transmitted vibration to 
the sting due to dirt on the rail. Too much 
counterbalancing prevented the wheels following 
the rail profile due to the inertia of the 
linkage. The followers could be arranged to 
simulate four different motions as follows:
(i) With the linkage arms and vertical slide 
free and both followers in contact with 
the rail, the attitude could be increased 
while maintaining constant incidence.
(ii) With the linkage arms clamped and one 
follower in contact with the rail, it 
could undergo normal acceleration at 
constant attitude (plunging).
(iii) With the vertical slide clamped and one 
follower on an extended arm in contact 
with the rail, the incidence and attitude
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could be changed at the same rate 
(pitching).
(iv) With both the vertical slide and linkage
arms locked a run could be made at constant 
incidence and attitude.
A quadrant w%s fixed to the horizontal arm 
to allow the follower arm to be fixed in different 
positions relative to the model, allowing a 
range of initial incidences to be selected.
2.3.3 The cam rail
The first rail design was a flat strip of 
aluminium 0.2in (3mm) thick by 2in (5cm) wide, 
with slotted brackets every 1ft (30cm) of its 
length. These were bolted to the Dexion 
framework which provided vertical slots for the 
clamping bolts. This rail was then fully 
adjustable to any desired profile. It was found 
to be very difficult to obtain a smooth 
transition between the durved profile and the 
straight parts of the rail at the start and 
finish of the run. The thickness of the rail 
necessary to resist distortion under the weight 
of the followers made it difficult to set up 
,an accurate profile with the number of supports 
provided. Moreover, there was no certainty 
that the profile would be exactly the same if it 
was set up for a repeat run.
Without machining the profile from a single
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piece of metal, it was not possible to achieve 
instantaneous transition from the straight part 
of the run to the curved profile. Furthermore, 
instantaneous transition could only be achieved 
by the use of two rails when two followers were 
used as in the case of the constant q runs. In 
theory, when the leading follower was on the 
curved profile and the trailing follower was on 
the horizontal rail, the rate of rotation and 
normal acceleration were half the final value.
This still left the problem of overcoming the 
inertia of the slide and arms. In view of this 
it was decided to accept a transition to the 
curved profile and concentrate attention on the 
curved profile itself. A better profile was 
obtained by screwing a thinner steel strip 
(O.iin (2̂ mra)) onto a profile machined from 
marine plywood which was then mounted onto the 
Dexion framework. This limited the experimental 
programme to a fixed range of flight profiles.
An example of one of these profiles is shown in 
Fig. 2.20. The fixed profiles were more accurate 
than the previous rail and they eliminated any 
variability in setting up the profile for 
repeat runs. Four profiles were made which 
produced non dimensional rates of 0.0175, 0.035, 
0.0525 and 0 .07. Fig. 2.21 shows the type of cam 
rail used for the constant 0  runs. These runs 
required only a straight line profile as explained 
in 3.4.3.
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2.3.4 The winching system
2.3.4.1 Specification
(i) It had to provide a speed range between 
Ift/sec (30cm/sec) and 5ft/sec (l.30m/sec).
(ii) It had to provide constant speed during 
the run whilst undergoing changing load.
(iii) The trolley had to start smoothly so that 
vibrations induced at the start of the 
run did not interfere with measurements 
during the run.
(iv) The cable had to Release the trolley at 
the end of the run. ^
(v) It had to be capable of producing a 
constant acceleration during the test.run.
2.3.4.2 Components
The winching system consisted of an endless 
towing cable which was guided round a series 
of pulleys and wound on a drum which was in 
turn driven by an electric motor through a 
reduction gearbox. The motor had an automatic 
brake which operated when the supply to the 
motor was switched off.
2.3.4.3 Towing wire and pulleys
An endless wire was used to give positive 
location of the trolley relative to the winching 
drum. The wire was wound four times round 
the winching drum and was guided by pulleys 
along the top of the tank, just beneath the 
trolley, and round the back of the tank. The
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stranded steel wire was 0.125in (5mm)
diameter with a maximum safe working load of 
2201bf (980N). The ends of the wire were 
joined by a turnbuckle which was used to 
adjust the cable tension in conjunction with 
an adjustable pulley at one end of the tank.
A ferrule on the return section of the cable
(behind the tank) operated limit switches to 
stop the motor at the end of the run. Further 
limit switches operated on the trolley itself 
to prevent the trolley over-running.
The drive was taken from the turnbuckle 
onto a fork mounted on the trolley via the 
spring and damper shown in Fig. 2.22. The fork 
allowed the trolley to disengage from the cable 
when it rose up the braking slope. The best 
spring and damper rates were found using an 
analogue computer. A step input of velocity 
was considered since the acceleration time of 
the motor was extremely short. Taking the 
weight of the trolley as 601bf (266N), a 
spring of stiffness i01bf/in(175N/M) and 
damping of 201bf/ft/sec (30N/M/sec) gave a 
trolley speed within 1% of cable speed within 
0.62 secs of starting with a maximum acceleration 
of i.7g as shown in Fig. 2.23. The damper 
was of the rotary vane type made by 
Kinetrol Ltd.
2.3.4.4 Selection of motor
Four different types of electric motor were 
considered. These, were:
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(i) A d.c. motor with a variable resistance 
in series with the field or armature 
winding, This would have provided an 
easily varied speed but would have been 
very sensitive to changes in load. .
(ii) A synchronous a/c motor with external 
speed control by means of gearing. This 
would have given a precise output speed 
but was not readily obtainable in the 
size required.
(iii) An a.c. induction motor with external 
speed control by means of gearing. This 
would give a steady output speed especially 
if running much below full load. These 
motors were cheap and readily available.
(iv) A d.c, motor with thyristor control.
This was the most sophisticated method 
and the only one that could be programmed 
to give a constant acceleration. It 
could give a speed range pf 10:1.
It was decided to concentrate on the 
constant speed cases to begin with and for 
this reason an a.c. induction motor with 
gearing was selected ((iii) above). It was 
thought that this would reduce the delays 
associated with developing a control system 
for the d.c. motor. The d.c. motor was, in 
fact, never used as there was not sufficient 
time to do the constant acceleration runs.
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2.3.4.3 Size of motor
There were three parts of the run to 
consider when determining the size of the motor 
required.
(i) the acceleration
(ii) the constant speed test run
(iii) the braking distance
Tests on a.c, motors showed that the 
acceleration distance was very short because the 
starting torque was very much higher than the 
full load torque. The load on the motor 
during the test run arose from two sources - 
the drag on the model and the reaction of the 
followers on the cam rail. These were subject 
to change during the run and the following 
changes represent the worst possible case: 
consider a model of 6in (l3cm) chord and 
3in (7.5cm) span travelling at 5Tt/sec(1.30m/sec) 
and changing its incidence from 0*to 30* 
during the run.
Maximum change in Co =0.7
at 5ft/sec A  D = 0.7 x J x 1.94 x 25 x 9^144
*1.031bf
^  P 5. 25ft Ibf/sec (7watts)
Assuming no counterbalancing then
Reaction on rail - Wtan
and W * l6 Ibf
if =30*
A R  = 16 X 0.577 
= 9.2 Ibf
A P  ~ 46ft ibf/sec (65 watts)
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Therefore it was possible for the power 
requirement to change by up to 50ft Ibf/sec 
(70 watts) during the run. For a ̂ HP(373 watt) 
motor this represented a change in load from 
0 to 18fo full load and approximately a i% 
change in speed.
As previously mentioned the running speed 
was reduced to 2.8 ft/sec (0.7im/sec). In 
addition the maximum change of incidence during 
the run was l6* and the followers were counter­
balanced. This reduced the change in load 
during the run to negligible proportions.
A 3 phase %HP(373watts) motor made by 
Brook Motors Ltd. was selected. It was fitted 
with an' automatic drum brake and a reduction 
gearbox to give an output speed of 200rpm.
2.3.4.6 Gearing
Fiva' pairs of gears, of i2DP, were selected 
to give a range of speeds from ift/sec(30cm/sec) 
to 5ft/sec(l30cm/sec) with a 5.30in (13.5cm) 
diameter winching drum at the gearbox output 
speed of 200rpm.
2.4 Quantities to be measured
(i) Normal force and pitching moment (N,M)
(ii) Distance travelled in relation to cam rail (x)
(iii) Attitude and incidence of model (0, of. )
(iv) Normal acceleration of model (w)
(v) Forward speed (V)
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2.5 Instrumentation
2,5.1 Normal force and pitching moment
Normal force and pitching moment were measured 
by strain gauges mounted on the sting shown in 
Fig. 2.14. The strain gauges used were made by 
Micromeasurements Ltd., and available from 
Welwyn Electric Ltd. They were foil gauges, 
type EA-15-125AD-i20 with a grid 0.125in (3.2mm) 
square, a resistance of 120 ohms, gauge factor 2.05 
and self-temperature compensated for aluminium.
The normal force was derived from the four 
gauge bridge circuit shown in Fig. 2.24 and the 
moment from the bridge circuit in Fig. 2.25.
The normal force was obtained by measuring the 
difference in bending moment at two stations of 
the same section modulus. The moment was 
obtained by measuring the difference in 
bending moment at two stations of different 
section moduli. This is known as the focused 
modulus concept. The derivation of the normal 
force and pitching moment is given in Appendix 1.
The first sting was made from commercial 
grade aluminium but after some calibration 
problems were encountered it was thought that the 
sting might have a non-linear stress-strain 
curve. A high grade aluminium alloy, HE30, was 
used for the second sting which provided the 
results for the w and q derivatives. The first 
sting was used later for the 0 derivatives when
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it was discovered that the calibration 
difficulties were due to ageing of the strain 
gauge cement. (See 2,5.1.1)
2.5.1.1 Cementing and waterproofing gauges
The cementing of the gauges was very- 
important as this dictated how well the strain 
in the gauge reflected the strain in the sting. 
It was discovered during static calibrations 
of the first sting that the level of strain 
was dependent on the way in which the sting 
was loaded and that some apparent strain 
remained when the sting was unloaded. This 
was first attributed to the material used in 
making the sting, which was apparently confirmed 
when this 'hysteresis' effect did not occur 
with the new sting. When this new sting had 
been in use some time however, this effect 
reappeared. It was thought that this was 
probably due to ageing of the cement. New 
gauges were applied with another type of 
cement, the original type of cement having been 
discontinued by the manufacturers. The new 
cement was epoxycemènt AEIO made by 
Micromeasurements Ltd.
Of equal importance to the cement was the 
insulation of the gauges. Any leakage to 
earth would alter the resistance in the arms of 
the bridge circuit leading to spurious results. 
As the sting was operating under water it was
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especially important to provide thorough 
insulation of the gauges and lead in wires.
Fig.2.26 shows the application of the gauges 
and waterproofing. A primary coat of 
polyurethane varnish was applied to bare wires 
and the p.v.c. insulation on the lead-in 
wires was treated with a nitrile rubber 
compound, the p.v.c, insulation not being 
completely waterproof in itself. The whole 
installation was then covered with several 
coats of a polysulphide epoxy compound 
(M-coat G by Micromeasurements Ltd.).
2.5.1.2 Power supply
The strain gauge bridges were supplied by 
separate d.c, power supplies with 6 volts 
across two arms. This gave a power density of 
5 watt/in^ on each strain gauge which was 
within the recommended limits for these gauges. 
After an initial warming up period of about 
20 minutes there was no discernible short term 
drift of the power supplies,
2 .5.1.3 U/V recorder
A U/V recorder with a 6in (1,5cm) wide 
chart and 12 channels was used, employing 
3 of the available channels. The normal force 
and pitching moment were recorded using C.40 
galvanometers having a sensitivity of 
0.067mV/cm, a resistance of 42 ohm and a natural 
frequency of 40IIz. The signal from the strain
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gauge bridge had to be amplified before being 
put onto the U/V recorder,
2.5.1.4 Amplifiers
Differential amplifiers were used on each 
bridge giving a gain of 50, This gain was 
then reduced by resistances in series with the 
galvanometers. The pitching moment bridge 
used a higher gain than the lift bridge to 
give approximately the same trace amplitude on 
the U/V recorder using similar galvanometers.
For measuring the q derivatives a high 
gain amplifier was used incorporating a 
cut-off and zero-shift to enable only part of 
the signal to appear on the chart recorder.
The effect of the high gain amplifier on the 
signal is shown in Fig. 2,27. The complete 
circuit with low gain amplifiers is shown in 
Fig. 2.28. The high gain amplifier circuit is 
shown in Fig, 2,29.
2.5.1.5 Filters
Excitation from various sources, though 
mainly from the trolley wheels, caused the sting 
to vibrate. The principal frequency was 17.5Hz, 
one of the natural frequencies of the sting.
This produced considerable noise on the signals 
which was reduced by the use of a notch 
filter tuned to 17.5Hz. Higher frequency 
noise, from other sting vibrations and electrical 
interference was removed by a low-pass filter
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with a break point at 14Hz. The circuit 
diagrams of the filters are shown in Fig.2.30. 
The calculation of the characteristics of 
these filters is given in Appendix 2. The 
use of filters introduced a phase lag into 
the signal which had to be allowed for when 
taking measurements from the u/V Chart.
The effect of the filters cam be seen in 
Figs. 2.31, 2.32, 2.33. Fig. 2.31 shows the 
unfiltered signal which is very difficult to 
analyse accurately. The use of the notch 
filter (Fig. 2.32) removed the 17.5Hz noise, 
but left some high frequency noise, especially 
at the beginning and end of the manoeuvre.
This noise was removed (as shown in Fig. 2,33) 
by the low-pass filter. All the strain gauge 
instrumentation is shown in Fig. 2.34.
2,5.2 Distance travelled
The position of the trolley was recorded 
by using a magnet on the trolley to operate the 
reed switches set in metre rules at 4in (lOcm) 
intervals along the side of the track, as shown 
in Fig. 2.35. When the magnet closed a reed 
switch the circuit was completed and an impulse 
was recorded by a galvanometer in the U/V 
recorder. A 4jv battery was used to supply the 
circuit and a galvanometer with a sensitivity of 
25niv/cm and natural frequency of 1000 Hz was used.
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The shape of the impulse on the U/V recorder 
chart demonstrates that the lag in the galvanometer 
was effectively zero.
2.3.3 Attitude and incidence of model
It was not considered necessary to provide 
continuous monitoring of the attitude of the 
model during a test run since the attitude was 
determined by the initial attitude and its position 
relative to the cam rail. The angle of the upper 
arms was measured using a clinometer with the 
trolley positioned at regular intervals along 
the track, the position of the trolley being 
measured relative to the reed switches.
It would not have been possible to provide 
an angular measurement during a test run to the 
accuracy of a clinometer.
The incidence of the model was determined by 
the attitude and the arrangement of the followers. 
To determine the relationship between the angle 
of the upper arms and the angle of the model, 
the normal force curve was plotted for positive 
and negative incidences to determine the zero-lift 
angle. This was taken as zero incidence since a 
symmetrical model was used.
2.5.4 Normal acceleration
This was determined by the shape of the cam 
rail. Using one follower and with the horizontal
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arms clamped, the displacement of the vertical 
slide was measured using a pointer and a scale 
clamped to the trolley framework. This was done 
at regular intervals along the track,
2,5.5 Trolley speed
The trolley was driven by an induction motor 
which showed very little variation in speed 
because it ran well below full load. (See 2,3.4,4) 
The speed of the trolley was calibrated by 
comparing the spacing of the timing impulses of 
the reed switches with the U/V recorder timer 
marks using a high paper speed. This was also 
used as a convenient check on speed during the 
actual test runs. The test runs were carried 
out at a speed of 2,8 ft/sec (0,85m/sec).
2,6 Experimental procedure
The normal force and pitching moment signals 
were recorded on the U/V recorder at a chart speed 
of 4in/sec (lOcm/sec) and a strain gauge bridge 
voltage of 6 volts, A period of about 20 minutes 
was allowed for the instruments to warm up after 
switching them on. Three runs were made at a speed 
of 2,8ft/sec (0,85m/sec) for each condition and 
average values taken. Any obviously spurious results 
were omitted. Between each run a period of 20 minutes 
was allowed for the water in the tank to settle.
For the unsteady runs, three rail profiles
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were used giving positive and negative rates for
w Cq , qco and 0_co. 0.07, 0.0525, 0.035. These
V V
9 0 Orates corresponded to changes of 4 , 3 , and 2 
per root chord length of forward travel. For the 
highest rate, 0.07, the attitude and/or incidence 
changed by l6^ in each test run. For the other 
two rates, 0.0525 and 0.035, the change was 12*.
A lower rate of 0.0175 was tried but it was found 
to be impossible to distinguish any measurements 
. from the normal experimental scatter. In the cases 
of runs at constant q and constant 0, the pitching 
axis was at O.667co from the wing apex.
As previously mentioned, (2.3l) a different 
sting was used for the pitching manoeuvres.
Because the two stings did not have the focus of 
the pitching moment bridge in the same place, the 
pitching moment was measured about a different 
wing datum, but keeping the pitching axis in the 
same place.
2,6,1 Steady runs at constant incidence
The trolley was set up with both the slide 
and the linkage arms clamped, so that the wing 
was positioned in the centre of the tank. The 
incidence could be altered by adjusting the 
position of the linkage arms. A long test run 
was possible as no cam rail was used. Runs were 
made at positive and negative incidence at
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intervals of 2* to find the zero-lift angle and 
check the expected symmetry of the model.
2.6.2 Runs at constant w (plunging)
The trolley was set up as shown in Fig, 2.07(a) 
with the vertical slide free and the linkage arms 
clamped to the vertical slide. One follower was 
used, resting on the top of the rail. The initial 
incidence was set up using a clinometer. Runs 
were made at initial incidences of 24*, 20*, l6*, 
and 12* for negative w (decreasing incidence) and 
0*, 4* 8*, and 12* for positive w (increasing 
incidence). Positive and negative rates of w 
were made possible for one cam rail by inverting 
the model.
The second sting, #ade from HE30 aluminium 
alloy, was used which had its measuring axis at 
O,753co. The notch filter was used to filter the 
output signal from the sting.
2.6.3 Runs at constant g
The trolley was set up as shown in Fig,2,07(b) 
with the slide free and the linkage arm free to 
rotate. Two followers were used, the rear one 
resting on top of the rail and the front one on 
the underside of the rail. The incidence (which 
remained constant throughout the run) was set up 
at the beginning of the run by moving the 
follower arm relative to the linkage arms and
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securing it to the quadrant. The quadrant had a 
fixed number of holes to give 9 incidences which 
were measured with a clinometer. The cam rail 
was the same as that used for the constant w runs 
(Fig, 2,20), The same sting was also used 
with the measuring axis at O.733co.
The output signals from the sting were 
amplified using the high gain amplifiers and 
filtered through the notch filter and low pass 
filter.
.2,6.4 Runs at constant 9 (pitching)
The trolley was set up as shown in Fig,2.07(c) 
with the vertical slide damped to the trolley and 
the linkage arms free to rotate. One follower 
was used, fixed at the end of the linkage arm 
where it joined the vertical arm. The initial 
incidence was set by adjusting the height of the 
slide relative to the cam rail and then clamping 
it to the trolley. The first sting was used for 
these runs with its measuring axis at O.795co.
This sting showed a slight asymmetry in the 
calibration for positive and negative incidence. 
For this reason the cam rail was altered to 
maintain a positive load for positive and negative 
rates of pitch.
The output signals were filtered through the 
notch filter and low-pass filter.
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3. CALIBRATION AND CORRECTIONS
3.1 General
The establishment of calibration factors and 
corrections to be applied was essential to provide 
a basis on which the experimental measurements were 
to be made, Dior to taking experimental 
measurements the outputs of the strain gauge bridge 
circuits were calibrated and the accuracy of the 
position marking of the reed switches and the shape 
of the rail profiles were checked. After the 
experimental measurements were taken, corrections 
were applied to them to compensate for errors 
caused by the limitations of the system. These 
corrections were:
(i) Correction for error in normal force and 
pitching moment caused by change in weight 
component normal to the sting associated with 
change in attitude of the model.
(ii) Correction for error in normal force and pitching 
moment caused by inertia of the model.
(iii) Correction to measured incidence due to 
deflection of the sting under aerodynamic load.
(iv) Correction to dynamic pressure due to change 
in speed along the flight path for constant 
horizontal velocity.
(v) Correction to distance travelled due to lag 
caused by electrical filters and galvanometers.
(vi) Effect of wall constraint on the flow over 
the model.
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Table 3.01 shows which of these corrections 
were applicable in each manoeuvre.
As explained in 2.3.1 it was necessary to 
use a different sting for the constant 0 manoeuvres 
(sting no. l) because of problems experienced 
with the sting used in the constant w and constant 
q manoeuvres (sting no.2). Separate calibrations 
were therefore required for the two stings. In 
addition, different combinations of amplifiers and 
filters were used in the constant w and constant q 
manoeuvres, making it necessary to perform a total 
of 3 different sting calibrations,
3.2 Calibration of sting to measure output voltages 
for applied normal force and pitching moment
The circuit diagrams of the strain gauge 
bridges and amplifiers are shown in Figs. 2.28,
2,29, 2.30. The derivation of the theoretical 
strain gauge bridge output and the dimensions of 
the sting are given in Appendix 1 and Figs. 2.24,2,25.
3.2,1 Calibration technique
The sting was calibrated using the 
calibration bar shown in Fig, 3.01 which was 
screwed onto the sting in place of the wing, 
and loads applied by hanging weights from the 
bar at the 4 locating grooves. For each load 
the readings of normal force and pitching 
moment were taken from the U/V trace. The 
calibrations were performed for the complete
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system including tiie appropriate amplifiers, 
filters, and U/V recorder. The signal lag 
introduced by these components is dealt with 
In 3.10.
Additional readings were taken using a 
digital voltmeter (DVM) to give a more accurate 
check on the linearity of the calibration.
(The DVM could be read to O.lmV in a maximum 
25mV output for 0.6lbf (2.7N)) An example of 
one of these calibrations is shown in Fig. 3.02.
The greater accuracy of the DVM was also used 
to find the correction for the influence of 
pitching moment in the normal force signal.
In theory (see Appendix 1) the normal force 
calibration should have been independent of 
the point at which the load was applied, Im 
practice, however, machining tolerances and 
waterproofing thickness modified the section» 
moduli and made the normal force output 
dependent on the moment of the normal force.
Fig, 3.02 shows the difference in the normal 
force calibration for loads applied 2,75in(7cm) 
apart to be 0,2mV/lbf/in. Since the position 
of the aerodynamic centre was known to within 
O.lin (2.3mm) the calibration error was negligible.
By plotting the output of the pitching raomeit 
bridge circuit for loads applied at the 4 
measuring stations, as in Fig, 3.04, and 
plotting the gradients of load against deflection
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at these stations, as in Fig. 3.03, the focus 
of the bridge was given by the point where the 
gradient was zero. For the applied loads, the 
pitching moment was measured about the focus 
and the calibration plotted in Fig. 3.06. It 
was necessary to perform separate calibrations 
for the two stings because small differences in 
section thickness at the measuring stations could 
have a large effect on the position of the 
focus. For example, if the section thicknesses 
were 0,131in (3.82mm) and 0,266in (6.75mm) 
instead of 0,1324in (3.83mm) and 0.264in (6,70mm) 
respectively, the focus of the bridge would be 
2,85in (7.0cm) from M, instead of 3in (7.6lcm) 
from M ,. Variations in the thickness of the 
waterproofing would have a similar effect. Thus, 
two different stings would be unlikely to have 
exactly the same bridge focus within normal 
machining tolerances.
In all cases the pitching axis was kept 
fixed so that the two stings measured the 
pitching moment about a different wing datum.
To find the pitching axis and the measuring 
axis, the positions of the calibration bar and 
the trailing edge of the model were measured 
with a travelling microscope. These positions 
were related to a datum on the sting which was 
in turn at a known distance from the rear 
mounting face of the sting.
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3.2.2 Calibration of sting no. 2 for steady runs at 
constant incidence and plunging manoeuvres
The calibration was performed with a supply 
voltage of 6v± 0.002V and the signal amplified 
with the low gain amplifier and filtered by the 
17.5Hz notch filter. The normal force calibration 
is shown in Fig, 3.03 which gave a calibration 
factorO,4551bf/cm (2.02N/cm). The pitching 
moment calibration is shown in Figs. 3.04, 3.05, 
3.06. The focus of the bridge was at O,733co.
The original pitching moment calibration shown 
here (Fig, 3.O6) was later altered by putting a 
resistor in series with the galvanometer to give 
a greater deflection on the U/V trace. The 
bridge was re-calibrated to give the calibration 
shown in Fig, 3.07 (0.0536lbf ins/cm (0,00605Nra/cm))
3.2.3 Calibration of sting no, 2 with high gain 
amplifiers for constant q manoeuvres
This calibration was performed with a bridge 
voltage of 6,00-0,002 volts and using both 
notch and low-pass filters with the high-gain 
amplifiers. As a check on the linearity oVer 
the range of loads likely to be encountered, two 
calibrations were performed, one starting with 
zero load and the other with 0,41bf (I.78N) load.
The initial steady load was backed-off using the 
high-gain amplifiers. The load was increased in 
steps of O.Ollbf (0,045N). Since the same sting 
was used for the plunging results, the focus of
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the pitching moment bridge remained in the same 
place. This was checked but the calibration is 
not shown here. The normal force calibration is 
shown in Fig, 3.08 and the pitching moment 
calibration in Fig. 3.09. The normal force 
calibration: factor was 0,0057 Ibf/cm (0.0253N/cm)
(a gain of 8,0) and the pitching moment 
calibration factor 0,00841bf in/cm (O,00095Nra/cm)
(a gain of 6,4).
3.2,4 Calibration of sting no, 1 for pitching manoeuvres 
The calibration was performed with a supply 
voltage of 6Vt0,002V and the signal amplified 
with the low-gain amplifier and filtered by the 
17.5UZ notch filter and the 14Hz low-pass filter.
The normal force calibration is shown in Fig.3.10 
and the pitching moment calibrations in 
Figs. 3.11, 3.12, 3.13. In this case, the 
pitching moment focus was at O»795co to give 
the same pitching axis as for sting no. 2.
The calibration factors were 0,0428 Ibf/cm (0,19N/cra) 
for the normal force bridge and 0,0591 Ibf in/cm 
(0,0067 Nm/cm) for the pitching moment bridge.
As a further check on the suitability of sting no.l, 
some runs were performed at constant incidence 
to compare the measurements with the measurements 
using sting no, 2. The agreement between the 
two was very good.
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3.3 Measurement of trolley position and speed by the 
use of reed switches
The point at which the switches operated, 
relative to the overhead position of the magnet, 
was measured using the graduations on the metre 
rule. All of the reed switches operated at a 
point between 0.15in(0,38cm) and 0,05in (0.13cm) 
before the magnet was directly overhead. The impulses 
on the U/V trace were used to measure the trolley 
speed by recording at a fast paper speed and 
measuring their separation in relation to the 
U/V timer marks,
3.4 Determination of errors in cam rail profiles
3.4,1 Profile used for plunging manoeuvre
The vertical displacement of the rails was 
measured by setting up the parallel linkage for 
a plunging manoeuvre and measuring the displacement 
of the vertical slide using a pointer on the 
vertical slide and a scale attached to the trolley. 
The scale could be read to ah accuracy of 
Î1 O.OlOin (±*E4rU«A,). The vertical displacement 
was related to the position of the reed switches 
so that no other indication of displacement was 
needed on the output traces. The variation of 
the vertical displacement of the rail with the 
distance along the track (as measured by the reed
switches) is shown in Fig. 3.14 for wcp =. 0.07,
V*-
O,o325, 0,033. They show good agreement with the
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desired profile except near the start and finish 
where difficulty was encountered in blending the 
curved profile into the horizontal part of the 
rail.
3.4,2 Profile used for constant q manoeuvre
This was the same rail as was used for the 
plunging manoeuvre. The angle of the rails 
was measured by setting up the parallel linkage 
for the constant q manoeuvre using both followers 
(Pig, 2.07). The angle of the linkage arras 
was measured at regular intervals along the rail 
using a clinometer and these measurements were 
related to the position of the reed switches.
The clinometer could be read to an accuracy of 
1 minute of arc. The variation of rail angle 
with distance along the track is shown in
Fig. 3.15 for - 0.O7 , 0,0325, 0,035.
V
They show good agreement with the desired profile 
except for the first 6in (I5cm) and the last 
6in (15cm) of the rail. This is because the 
followers were spaced 6in (l5cm) apart and 
consequently during the initial and final 
phases of the run, one of the followers was still 
on the straight part of the rail. During this 
period the rate of rotation and normal acceleration 
were half their final value. To overcome this, 
two rails would be necessary, one for each follower.
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3.4.3 Profile used for pitching manoeuvre
The rail is shown in Fig. 2.21. The 
horizontal sections of the rail were set up to a 
mean displacement to give the best approximation 
to a sine curve over a range of incidences and 
the ramp adjusted to blend with them. The 
correction to pitching rate due to a straight 
ramp is shown in Fig. 3.16. The use of a 
straight ramp in place of a sine curve involved 
a maximum error of 2% in Ô  . This was small in
relation to the other errors.
The choice of one fixed ramp for several 
ranges of incidence (from 24* to 12* and from 
12* to 0*) introduced an error in the terminal 
incidence of the model. This was allowed for in 
the measurement of the trace. In addition to 
this error there was an error in the horizontal 
displacement proportional to the cosine of the 
angle of the linkage arms. This was also allowed 
for by measuring the starting point of each 
run relative to the reed switches and using 
Fig. 3.17 to correct the positions at which 
measurements were taken.
3.5 Correction for errors in normal force and pitching
moment due to change in weight component normal to
the sting associated with the change in attitude of 
the model
Because the attitude of the model changed during 
a manoeuvre, a correction had to be applied to
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the results to allow for the change In the component 
of weight acting in the direction of the normal 
force and for the associated moment.
3,5.1 Theoretical correction due to attitude of model 
To calculate this correction, the sting and 
wing were divided into discrete sections as shown 
in Fig. 3.18 and the total mass and e.g. 
calculated. This analysis gave the following 
results for the sting in air;
Weight of wing and stingts 0.0981bf (0.435N) 
e.g. of wing4-sting = 6.4in from M,(l6.2cm)
Moment about pitching
moment focus (O.753co) ^ -0,08431bf.in.(0.0095Nm)
When the sting was immersed in water it experienced 
a buoyancy force which reduced the corrections to:
Effective weight of wing+ sting » 0 .06llbf (0.271N)
Moment about pitching moment focus =- -0.0525 Ibf.in.
(0 .0059Nm)
Changes in attitude of the wing altered the 
component of the weight normal to the sting. The 
increments in normal force and pitching moment 
were given by:
a n  =O.O6l(l-cos0) Ibf 
A M  = - 0 .0525(l-cos e) Ibf.in 
These corrections are shown in Pig. 3.19
3.6 Correction for error in normal force and pitching 
moment due to model and sting inertia 
Although the model inertia effect was small compared 
with the aerodynamic forces, a correction for it
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was obtained using the weight and e.g. calculated 
for the correction due to change in attitude.
The corrections are shown in Fig. 3.20 for the 
normal accelerations used in the plunging and 
constant q manoeuvres,
3.7 Measurement of corrections due to change in attitude 
of model and model inertia
To verify the theoretical corrections 
experimentally, the model was rotated at constant 
incidence (constant q manoeuvre) in still air. To 
measure the small increments in normal force and 
pitching moment, high gain amplifiers were used.
In this manoeuvre the model experienced the effect 
of acceleration and change of attitude. It was 
found to be difficult to obtain a static calibration 
of the effect of attitude, due to drift in the 
amplifiers over the relatively long time interval 
involved.
The results are shown in Figs. 3.21 to 3.26.
The runs were at two angles of incidence, 11^ 
oand 17 , and three normal accelerations
WCq c 0.07; 0 .0525, 0 .035. The results show 
V*"
very good agreement with the calculated results, 
which are also shown in Figs. 3.21 to 3.26. In 
view of this Fig. 3.19 was used to correct the 
results for change in attitude of the sting and 
Fig. 3.20 to correct the results for normal 
acceleration.
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5.8 Deflection of sting under aerodynamic load
The load on the wing created by its motion 
through the water, caused bending of the sting, 
resulting in a displacement of the wing and an 
increase in its incidence. The displacement of the 
wing did not affect the results but the increase 
in incidence had to be allowed for to find the 
true incidence of the wing.
The calculation of the deflection is shown in 
Appendix 2. Fig. A2.2 shows the deflection and 
slope diagrams for the application of a 0.6lbf(2.7N). 
load. The deflection is shown in Table 5.02 along 
with results measured using a telescope to 
measure the end slope of the sting under a range 
of applied loads.
5.9 Change in speed and dynamic pressure along the 
flight path
The system was designed to give the trolley a 
constant horizontal speed. In the ease of the 
plunging manoeuvre (constant w) and the rotation at 
constant incidence (constant q), the flight path 
changed its angle relative to the horizontal 
plane. The change in flight path angle caused a 
change in speed along the flight path (Fig. 3.27), 
the horizontal component of the speed remaining 
constant. The maximum change in flight path angle 
of l6* resulted in an increase in speed of about Wfo, 
The change in speed was not significant in its effect
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on the non-dimensional plunging and q rates but a 
4% increase in speed meant an increase in 
dynamic pressure which had to be allowed for when 
calculating the aerodynamic coefficients. The 
corrections for the change in speed and dynamic 
pressure are shown in Figs. 3.27, 3.28. Although 
the change in flight path angle also meant an 
acceleration along the flight path, it was very 
small and was considered to have a negligible effect 
on the results.
3.10 Correction to distance travelled due to lag caused 
by electrical filters and galvanometers
The galvanometers used in the U/V trace recorder 
were second-order mechanical system and therefore 
introduced a lag between the input of the signal 
and its record on the trace. The impulses from the 
reed switches which were used to determine the model 
position along the flight path, were recorded on a 
galvanometer with a natural frequency of lOOOHz 
and damping ratio of 0.64. The lag of this signal 
was about 1 microsecond, which was negligible 
compared to the lag of the low frequency galvanometer 
The galvanometers used to record the output of the 
strain gauges had a natural frequency of 40Hz and 
a damping ratio of 0.64. The lag of these 
galvanometers was more significant. In addition, 
the use of filters to smooth the signal introduced 
further lags. The theoretical calculation of the
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lag associated with each component is given in 
Appendix 3. The total lag of several of these 
components in series is given simply by addition.
3.10.1 Experimental measurement of lag
To check the theoretical values, two 
calibrations were carried out on the filters and 
galvanometers :
(i) A standard calibration of each filter to 
find its response to various imput 
frequencies. The frequency response 
showing gain and phase shift is shown for 
the notch filter in Fig. 3.29 and for the 
low-pass filter in Fig. 3.30.
(ii) Measurement of the lag of the whole circuit 
using an analogue computer programmed to 
simulate the output from the strain gauge 
bridges equivalent to a test run. The 
analogue signal was fed into the circuit in 
place of the strain gauge signal. As a 
comparison, the same signal was fed into an 
AlOOO galvanometer similar to the one on 
which the reed switch impulses were recorded.
The gain was adjusted to give the same output 
signal amplitude in each case and the time 
lag between the two signals was measured from 
the trace. An example of one of these traces 
is shown in Fig. 3.31.
3.10.2 Comparison of theoretical and measured lags
The theoretical lag from Appendix 3 (Figs.A.3.1, 
A. 3.2, A.3.3) shows that the phase lags for the
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notch filter, low-pass filter and galvanometer 
were nearly constant after i chord length 
travel. The transient had nearly disappeared by 
this time and the small constant displacement 
was not significant. The frequency response of 
the notch filter (Fig, 3.29) shows the notch 
frequency at 17iHz and the low-pass filter had 
its break-point at 14Hz (Fig. 3.30). These 
results confirm the theoretical design values and 
give confidence in the values of lag calculated 
from them. The results of the calibration using . 
an analogue signal (Figs. 3.32, 3.33) were 
disappointing in their poor accuracy. The mains 
ripple on the trace caused some difficulty in 
measuring the phase lag between the two traces, 
the maximum separation being only 0.055 secs.
(see Fig. 3.31). In addition, any drift in 
one of the signals affected the measured lag. It 
was felt that the analogue calibration was more 
useful as an illustration of the frequency 
response and calculated results than as a means 
of actually measuring the lag.
It was therefore possible to apply a constant 
time lag to all the results during the steady 
part of the test run depending on which filters 
were used. This made the correction very simple 
to use in practice. The lag of each component 
is given below
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Lag of notch filter = 0,036 secs. 
Lag of low-pass
filter — 0.011 secs.
Lag of galvanometer = 0.005 secs. 
Total lag (maximum) = 0.052 secs.
3.11 Wall constraint
No correction due to tank wall constraint has 
been applied to the results because both steady and 
unsteady results were measured in the same tank 
under the same conditions. In view of the 
uncertainty in the accuracy of the theory for the 
effect of wall constraint on slender wings, it 
was felt that this approach was justified. The 
theory for slender wings (ref, 19) does, however, 
show that the correction(^based on R.T.Jones slender 
wing theory which in itself is only exact at zero 
lift) is of the same order as classical lifting 
line theory.
Although there was no variation in the cross- 
section of the tank, the elevation of the model was 
changing during some of the manoeuvres. The 
variation was confined to the centre of the tank, 
£.4^in (ll.4cm) from the centre line. To assess 
the effect of this variation in height of the 
model a simple model using the method of images 
was constructed. The wing was replaced by a 
horseshoe vortex in a closed rectangular box and 
the walls were replaced by a series of images.
Part of the image system is shown in Fig. 3.34.
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The use of lifting line theory was considered
accurate enough if the effect was small, for the
reasons mentioned above.
The images of the trailing vortices induce a
downwash at the wing which results in an apparently
higher incidence. The bound vortex gives an
apparent curvature to the airflow which gives the
wing a camber effect. A more detailed explanation
may be found in ref. 20.
The net effect of trailing vortices is an
apparent increase injthe incidence of the wing of
0 ,622* when situated at the centre of the tank and
0 .65* when situated 4^in (il.4cra) above or below
the centre of the tank. Although the corrections
othemselves may seem large, the difference, 0.028 , 
is very small and well within the scatter of results.
The bound vortex system induces an effective 
camber of the centre line chord of 4j minutes of arc 
which, again, is quite negligible.
Attempts to measure the change in wall effect 
resulted in measurements within the normal 
experimental scatter
3.12 Overall accuracy
After all the corrections due to the physical 
limitations had been applied, reading error and 
instrument errors remained. The most significant 
of these was reading error in the measurement of the 
U/V trace deflection. For the plunging and 
pitching manoeuvres, the trace could be read to an
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accuracy oft 0.5mm when account was taken of the 
mains ripple on the trace. This represented an 
error of — 0.004 in and— 0.0013 in C^.
The noise on the U/V traces for the constant q 
manoeuvres was much greater and therefore the 
reading accuracy was poorer. For these traces, it 
was possible to read to an accuracy of — 2.0mm, 
an error of — 0.002 in and t  0.0005 in % .
Although these errors were small in relation 
to the total and Cm » the measurement of the 
derivatives involved taking the difference of two 
nearly equal values which made them significant.
The reading error quoted here is intended to 
take into account small disturbances causing 
vibration of the sting and small irregularities 
in the rails. The experimental scatter goes beyond 
the reading error in some cases because the effects 
of disturbances and rail irregularities are very 
difficult to quantify. A policy of finding a 
'best fit* line for the results has been adopted 




The results fall Into four sections according to 
the type of manoeuvre, all runs being performed at 
constant horizontal speed. These manoeuvres are 
as follows:
(i) Steady runs at constant incidence and constant 
attitude. These provided the steady normal 
force and pitching moment curves for comparison 
with the unsteady results.
(ii) Runs at constant attitude, the incidence varying
with flight path angle. (Plunging)
(ill) Runs at constant incidence, the attitude varying
at the same rate as the flight path angle.
(q runs)
(iv) Runs along a horizontal flight path, the
incidence and attitude varying together at the 
same rate, (pitching)
Fig. 2.06 shows the co-ordinate system used
and the flight paths of the unsteady motions. The
derivatives were referred to wind axes and have been
corrected to convert the normal force to a force
in the direction of the z axis. This did not affect
the moment derivatives.
The flight paths are shown for positive rate of
w, q and 0. The relationship between the derivatives
(assuming linearity) is given by:
0  s oC+ ̂  = iA ^
. . V
Hence =r ẑ V + Zq
and mAs m^ -t- mq
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4.1 Steady runs at constant attitude and Incidence 
The U/V recorder trace, Fig. 4.01, shows a 
steady test run starting from rest. After the 
initial impulse was over and the speed became 
constant, the lift and pitching moment were 
constant to within it 0.5mm of trace deflection.
There was a steady 50Hz mains ripple on the traces.
The variation of with oC is shown in Fig, 4,02. 
The values of Cjj for positive and negative values 
of cC relative to the zero-lift angle show good 
agreement. This indicates there was no asymmetry 
in the model. It also confirms that the supporting 
structure did not have a significant effect on the 
flow pattern behind the wing (Fig, 4,05). The 
results show most scatter at the lower incidences, 
which may be due to the low Reynolds number.
Because the aluminium alloy wing was subject to 
slight corrosion In the water, it was not possible 
to produce a razor sharp leading edge. The small 
leading edge radius may have affected the weak 
flow separation at low angles of incidence but had 
little effect on the well-established separation 
at high angles of incidence.
For comparison, other results shown are wind 
tunnel results from ref.21 and theoretical results 
calculated from ref. 22. The latter agree exactly 
with the experimental points from the tank. This 
is not as satisfactory as it first appears, however, 
because no correction for wall constraint has been 
applied to the experimental results. The accuracy
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of the ref. 22 data is given as betweent 0,05rad ' 
and±0.1rad' in normal force curve slope. This 
represents an incidence increment of— 0.13deg to 
i  0.26 deg at a Cjj of about 1.0. The wall constraint 
calculated in 5.11 gives an effective incidence 
increase of about O.65 deg which represents an 
error in Cn. of 1^^ to 2%. Different thickness 
distributions for the wings used in ref. 22 and the 
wing used here, or support interference, might 
account for the difference in normal force.
The results from ref. 21 give higher values 
of Cn  although a zero-lift angle correction and wall 
constraint correction have not been applied to 
them. Using the same approach to find the wall 
effect as in 5.11, the increase in incidence is 
approximately 0.4 deg at a Ĉ : of about 1.0 for the 
ref. 21 results. The zero-lift angle correction 
is approximately 0.7 deg. The wing used in ref. 21 
had a very different thickness distribution and it 
is thought that this may account for some of the 
remaining difference.
The ref. 21 results were measured on a sting- 
supported wing which was mounted on a large A-frame 
downstream of the wing. The blockage of this 
A-frame in the lower half of the tunnel caused a 
curvature of the flow up over it. This curvature 
gave an effective increase in the Incidence of the 
wing. As the steady results were not considered 
important by the RAE, this curvature in the flow was
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not measured but it is thought to have given an 
effective increase in incidence of about 1 deg.
The variation of Qw.75500 with oC shown in
\
Fig. 4.04 exhibits the same characteristics as the 
variation of with oC (Fig. 4,02). Here, however, 
the pitching moment starts to fall below the 
theoretical curve (ref. 22) at high incidence.
This is consistent with the effect of wall constraints. 
The RAE results have had no wall constraint corrections 
applied but the zero incidence pitching moment is 
zero.
The variation of Cm.75500 with Cn (Fig.4.05) 
shows there is some movement of the aerodynamic 
centre with incidence. It moves forward slightly 
as incidence increases but then tends to move back 
to its original position as the incidence increases 
still more. Ref. 22 follows the results up to 
high incidence until the pitching moment starts to 
fall off. The ref. 21 results match the tank results 
very closely with a slight shift due to a negative 
pitching moment at zero-lift. These comparisons 
gave confidence in the ability of the system to 
measure the forces on the wing with good repeatability. 
They also showed that the effects of wall constraint, 
support structure and Reynolds number were not likely 
to invalidate the results.
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4.2 Unsteady motion
4.2.1 Presentation of unsteady results
4.2.1.1 Plunging and pitching manoeuvres
The variations of and Cjj; for the
plunging and pitching manoeuvres have been
shown in simplified form in Fig. 4.06. (This
figure exaggerates^ but it is only intended
as an illustration.) The figure is
essentially a copy of the U/V trace with the
corrections applied. Positive and negative
rates are shown on the same figure for variation
over the same range of incidence and the
quasi-steady variation of with incidence is
given for comparison. The increment in Cn (ACn )
between the unsteady manoeuvre and the
quasi-steady value for x \  i has been taken
Cofrom Fig. 4.06a and plotted against incidence
in Fig. 4.06b,ACN being plotted in such a
way that where w or 0 changes from positive
to negative atoC= 0 the plot is continuous,
A C n from Fig. 4.06b has been divided by the
non-dimensional rates wcp or O c q  and plotted
V
against incidence in Fig. 4.06c for all three 
rates. Fig. 4.06c was used to establish whether 
there was any significant effect of rate on the 
derivative. The best line through the points 
in Fig. 4.06c was transferred back to Fig.4.06b.
For the pitching moment measurements, 
a n d h a v e  been plotted using their respective
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measuring axes throughout to avoid compounding 
errors in converting individual measurements to 
the pitching axis. Fig. 4.06c is not a true 
derivative therefore. For later comparison of 
the three derivatives m^, mq, m^ and for 
comparison with the results from other sources, 
the pitching moments have been converted to 
the pitching axis.
4.2.1.2 Constant g manoeuvre
These have been plotted in a different 
manner to the plunging and pitching results since 
there was no change in incidence during the 
manoeuvre and onlyACj^ and A  Cm were measured 
(see Fig. 4.0?). Corrections were applied to 
the trace measurements and the corrected 
results presented as shown in simplified form 
in Fig. 4.08. The 'steady' value of ACjj from 
the middle of the manoeuvre was plotted against 
rate for each incidence (Fig. 4.08b) to establish 
whether the derivative concept could be applied 
within the accuracy of the results. If this 
were the case, the derivative measured by the 
slope of Fig. 4.08b was plotted against incidence 
in Fig. 4.08c.
4.2.2 Plunging manoeuvre
A typical U/V recorder trace is shown in 
Fig. 4.09. The traces have a mains ripple 
evident and also a ripple at a higher frequency. 
There were no significant irregularities in the
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rail to cause large fluctuations in the trace.
At the end of the run, the transition from a 
curved profile to the straight rail section was 
not very good and this is reflected at the end of 
the trace. An example of the measurements from 
a plunging manoeuvre with corrections is shown 
in Table 4.01.
4.2.2.1 Variation of Cm with plunging rate and incidence
The variation of C^ with x (Figs.4.10 to
Co4.15) show a marked transient behaviour at the 
beginning of the test runs, particularly with 
a positive w (increasing incidence). After 
the transient has finished,/iC# is negative 
for positive w at high incidences and positive 
for positive w at low incidences. This can be 
seen clearly in Fig. 4.14 which showsACj,j 
plotted against incidence, the transient 
results having been omitted.
To obtainAC^ from Figs. 4.10 to 4.15 
involves differencing two large numbers and in 
consequence there is a lot of scatter. To fit 
a mean line through all the points, the values 
of A Cn were converted to by dividing by wcq
as shown in Fig. 4.15. The best line through the 
points was transferred back to Fig. 4.14.
Although there is a lot of scatter in 
Fig. 4.15 it is considered that the drawn line 
gives an accurate reflection of the trend of 
the results. The scatter is much greater for
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the results at lower values of wcp because the
v«-
measured A C n was smaller for the same accuracy 
in the measurement of Cn - There is no 
apparent difference in the derivative due to 
different rates of wcp . A difference in the
derivative for positive and negative values of 
wcp is apparent, however, When the derivative
is converted back to values o I A C n and 
re-plotted on Fig. 4.14, the scatter inAC n 
is shown to be of the same order for the 
three rates.
An attempt is made to explain the 
variation of the Zw derivative, from negative 
at low incidence to positive at high incidence 
in the following section.
4.2.2.2 'Virtual mass and vortex lag* theory
The z^ derivative can be treated as a 
combination of two effects (see Fig. 4*l6)
(i) The virtual mass of the flow field 
associated with the wing (see Appendix 3)
(ii) The lag in the establishment of the new 
flow field associated with the new 
incidence.
The result of these two effects is shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. 4.l6. The virtual 
mass is given by ref. 23 as 0.015 slugs. 
Assuming a step change in accélération during 
the plunging manoeuvre, which is very nearly 
true, this virtual mass will give an immediate
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force on the wing which remains constant 
throughout the manoeuvre and is of opposite 
sign to the acceleration vector.
Superimposed on the virtual force 
(virtual mass x normal acceleration) is the 
effect of the lag in the adjustment of the flow 
field to the new conditions. This lag results 
in a component of the normal force in the same 
direction as the acceleration vector.
The two effects are mutually opposed, the 
virtual mass giving a negative zw and the lag 
effect giving positive z^. As the lift curve 
is non-linear, it is to be expected that the 
lag effect would be greater at high incidence 
where the lift slope is greatest. This is 
consistent with the variation of ẑ V with oC 
which is negative at low Incidence and positive 
at high incidence.
A series of experiments performed at the 
N.P.L. (ref. 24), in which a wing in a water 
tunnel was given a step change in w ( and hence 
in incidencect), showed that the leading edge 
vortices had reached the equilibrium position 
appropdate to its new incidence in the time 
taken for the wing to travel one chord length, 
when the initial incidence was zero. If the 
movement is considered as an exponential 
movement of the vortices with a time constant 
Y  = 0.33Cp then the position of the vortex can
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be written:
(1 _final
Further, if we argue that z is directly
proportional to incidence 06, we get
- e-^/0-” Co)
for a step change in oC,
Using this result and applying it to a
constant w ( a  constant ÔL) we obtain 
= 6c (l- uiVaxi O
£X-CO = o<-o+ ^
eC(^ = ^ [pet" 4-
- Ô£,t ~ oCX  C>>
Hence, the time lag is a c o n s t a n t , , for 
large values of t. Now as this result applies 
to the lag of the vortices, it is only the 
non-linear part of the normal force which is 
affected. In the case of the model G wing, 
the normal force can be expressed as:
Cn r aoC 4, ho<y
Differentiating; <^Cn  = <x.-v iboca:sr
hence A C | ^  -<k-*2. W ) A o C
Ignoring the linear component, a, we obtain 
AC|si » 2-\>ocA(>C..... (Ü)
Now from (i), A 0C = — 6.
AC|^ - '-'Z\>oC.oc'X~
For ^  \ this can be approximated to
A  =- — 2.V>o a . ÔC ̂
and Zw = 1.6?^ where b — 5-04
and^is in rads. 
According to slender wing theory (ref.3)
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there is no lag in the establishment of the 
flow field and Z\V is purely the virtual mass 
term.
Combining these two results gives the 
variation of z^ shown in Fig. 4.47. The 
difference between the zero incidence slender 
wing value and the virtual mass term is because 
the slender wing theory integrates spanwise 
strips as opposed to chordwise strips. The 
measured value of ẑ y is less negative at 
zero incidence than the result given by the 
above analysis and increases non-linearly with 
incidence. The analysis has several major 
deficiencies however:
(i) No allowance is made for lag in the bound 
vorticity. Indicial aerodynamic theory 
suggests there is a lag in the development 
of the bound vorticity and this would have 
the effect of increasing z^ in a positive 
sense. All practical considerations lead
. to the conclusion that there is a lag in 
the bound vorticity.
(ii) The effect of the build-up in the vorticity 
is much more complicated than has been 
suggested here. Ref. 24 shows that the 
movement of the vortex is different for 
increasing and decreasing incidence and is 
different again for movement between two 
incidences. Furthermore, it is not known
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how the strength of the vortex is affected
during the plunge.
In view of these reservations it is perhaps 
not surprising that the simple 'virtual mass +  
vortex lag' theory does not give a very 
accurate picture of the value of z^. It does, 
however, explain the general trend of Zw from 
a negative value at low incidence to a positive 
one at high incidence.
In an attempt to examine the transient
behaviour of the normal force, Figs 4.17,4.18
were plotted showing the results for time
corresponding to x ^  1. Given the uncertainty
Co
in the accuracy of the results during the 
transient part of the manoeuvre, the transient 
behaviour appears to confirm the simple theory 
outlined previously.
4.2.2.3 Variation of CM.733co with plunging rate and 
incidence
The variations of 73300 with distance 
travelled (Figs 4.19 to 4.22) did not show the 
same marked transient behaviour as the C# 
results but the results for x <  l have been
C o
omitted when measuririgA for Fig. 4.23 
because of the uncertainty about their accuracy. 
Figs. 4.23 and 4.24 show the same order of 
experimental scatter as the Cn results.
It is much more difficult to apply a simple 
theory to the m̂ V derivative than to the Zw
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derivative. This is because small differences 
in the point of action of the normal force can 
have a large effect on the pitching moment.
The pitching moment was measured about a point 
close to the predicted centroid of the virtual 
mass. It would thus be reasonable to expect 
the pitching moment to exhibit the same sort of 
transient behaviour as the normal force, but 
this is not the case. It is not clear whether 
the observed transient is due to real effects 
or to the recording system.
By combiningACm.7.3300 Zw it is
wco/V^
possible to find the point of action of the two 
components of z^. As A  73300 zero at 
zero incidence, the virtual mass component must 
act through this point, 0.733c q . This agrees 
with slender wing theory (Appendix 4). Taking 
an average of the values of A Cm .733cq at 
higher incidences, it is found that the 
component of z^ due to the vortex lag acts 
at a point 0.61cq for positive w and 0.58cq for 
negative w. This is very close to the 
aerodynamic centre of the steady normal 
force, 0.582cq.
4.2.3 Constant q manoeuvre
The pitching moment and normal force were 
recorded on separate U/V traces. Typical ones 
are shown in Figs. 4.25 and 4.26. The
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amplification of the signal also amplified the 
noise, the high frequency noise being particularly 
noticeable on the pitching moment trace. During 
the 'steady* part of the trace, it was possible 
to draw a mean line through the trace which 
yielded consistent results.
An example of the measurements from a constant 
q manoeuvre with corrections is shown in Table 4.02 
and Fig. 407. Fig. 4.07 demonstrates the transient 
behaviour at the beginning and end of the manoeuvre. 
The shaded centre section has been used to provide 
the results for the steady manoeuvre.
4.2.3.1 Variation of Cn with q and Incidence
Fig, 4.27 shows Cn , obtained from 
figures similar to Fig. 4.07, plotted against
qco . There is a lot of experimental scatter 
V
but it is possible to connect the results by
a straight line through the origin. Taking the
slope of this line as the derivative Zq,
Fig. 4.29 shows this derivative plotted against
incidence. There is no measurable difference
between the derivatives for positive and
negative rates of qco .
V
4.2.3.2 Variation of Cm ,733cq with q and incidence
The variation of CM.733co with qco (Fig.4.28)
V
shows similar scatter to the normal force 
results. Once again, it is possible to connect 
these results by a stmight line through the
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origin.^ Cm .733Cq (Fig. 4.29) shows a slight 
qco 
V
shift between positive and negative rates of
qco but this is within the experimental 
V
scatter.
The q derivatives show less scatter than 
the other results because of the use of the 
high- gain amplifiers. This is encouraging 
because this is the manoeuvre which cannot 
normally be obtained in a wind tunnel. 
Consequently, there are no other experimental 
results for this type o^wing to compare these 
derivatives with.
4.2.3.3 Initial transient
During the initial part of the run, when 
one follower was on the curved profile of the 
rail and the other on the horizontal part, the 
normal acceleration of the wing was exactly half 
that of the final normal acceleration.
Fig. 4.30 shows a comparison of the 
maximum increment in Cn during this initial 
acceleration and the product of the virtual 
mass from ref. 23 and the initial acceleration. 
There is a reasonable measure of agreement which 
lends support to the value of the virtual 
mass derived from the plunging manoeuvres.
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4.2.4 Pitching manoeuvre
The pitching manoeuvre is the one normally 
performed in a wind tunnel oscillatory test and 
therefore provides an opportunity for a 
comparison of the derivatives measured by 
oscillatory methods with the technique used in 
this research. In addition, the cam rail was 
constructed from straight lengths of L section 
steel which meant that there were few 
irregularities in the rail. It can be seen 
from Fig. 4.31 that this resulted in a smooth 
trace. In addition, as there was no change in 
flight path angle there were fewer corrections 
to be applied to the results. It was hoped, as 
a result; that these factors would make these 
derivatives the most reliable.
Fig. 4.31 shows an example of a U/V recorder 
trace. The increased vibration at the start of 
the rotation was caused by the follower moving 
from the horizontal section of the rail onto 
the ramp. The mains ripple has been reduced by 
the addition of the low-pass filter. An 
example of the measurements from a pitching 
manoeuvre with corrections is shown in Table 4.03.
4.2.4.1 Variation of Cn with pitching rate and incidence 
Figs. 4.32 to 4.33 show the variation of 
On during the run and demonstrate the difficulty 
of trying to measure a derivative which is the 
difference between two nearly equal large
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quantities. It can be seen in Fig. 4.36 
however, that the trend of the results is 
consistent even though the differences 
themselves are very small. The derivative 
plotted in Fig. 4.37 is negative up to a 
fairly high angle of incidence, approximately 
15*, and then becomes positive.
4.2.4.2 Variation of CM.79300 with pitching rate
and incidence
Figs. 4.38 to 4.41 show the values of 
ACm to be much easier to measure than AC#.
When these values ofA Cm  are plotted against 
incidence. Fig. 4.42 the results for positive
0 Co show much less scatter than for negative
V
^  . It is not clear why this should be so.
V
Fig. 4.43 also illustrates this. A lot of the 
scatter is at the lowest rate however, and one 
run at the highest rate, 16 to 0 , was not 
very accurate. This run has been omitted 
from Fig. 4.43.
4.2.4.3 Effective camber theory
For aircraft with high aspect ratio wings 
and conventional tailplanes, the contribution cf 
the wing to m^ is usually ignored and only the 
contribution of the tail is considered. This 
contribution is found by considering the 
tailplane as having an increased incidence due 
to the relative vertical velocity at the tail.
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The increment in tailplane incidence is given
by 0 If where It is the tail arm. It is 
V
therefore a quasi-static derivative. Ref. 1 
explains how this concept can be extended to a 
low aspect ratio wing by considering the 
chordwise distribution of vertical velocity 
over the wing and equating this to the 
equivalent cambered wing.
Experimental measurements of the lift 
distribution on a low aspect ratio delta 
wing (ref. 25) were used to apply to this 
concept to the AGARD Model G planforra. Fig.4.44 
shows the lift distribution on the uncambered 
delta wing used in ref. 25. Although this wing 
has a delta planforra, it was considered that 
the lift distribution for the model G planform 
would be similar. The effect of the parabolic 
tips on the model G planform is to flatten the 
peak of the lift distribution and move the 
centre of lift forward.
The detailed calculation of z^, m^ by this 
method is shown in Appendix 6. The technique 
was to superimpose a lift distribution due to 
the camber effect on the steady lift distribution. 
As the lift curve was non-linear the increment 
in lift due to the camber effect increased 
with incidence.
The results of this analogy are shown in 
Figs. 4.47 and 4.48. The theoretical z^ is
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much less negative than the measured results 
and becomes more negative with increasing 
incidence, a trend in opposition to the 
behaviour of the measured results. The m^ 
derivative however, matches the measured 
results very closely. Although it has been 
stated that small differences in the lift 
distribution have a larger effect on the
derivative than the m^ derivative, this effect 
is not large enough to explain the difference, 
particularly the trend reversal.
4.2.5 Summation of normal force derivatives z^4-Zg
and its comparison with z^
All the normal force derivatives have been 
collected together in Fig. 4.45. They are shown 
for both positive and negative rates. The w and© 
derivatives both show the same trend from 
negative at low incidence to positive at high 
incidence. The q derivative behaves quite 
differently, however, being negative at low 
incidence and becoming more negative as the 
incidence increases.
In an attempt to see whether the assumption 
of linearity holds true, i.e. whether z^ z^+- Zq 
the broken line on the z^ curves of Fig. 4.45 
shows the sum of Zq and ẑ y. This compares well 
with the measured value of Zg, particularly for 
negative values of 0. There must be some 
reservations however, concerning the addition of
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two derivatives with so much experimental scatter. 
It is often assumed that the q derivative 
provides the major contribution to the 
derivative. Fig. 4.45 shows that this is not the 
case over the whole of the incidence range.
4.2.6 Summation of pitching moment derivatives mw-t- mg 
and its comparison with
The pitching moment derivatives were corrected 
to the pitching axis, 0.667cq, and are shown in 
Fig. 4.46. The derivatives are negative 
throughout the incidence range, becoming more 
negative with increasing incidence.
The sum of mq and mw compares well with m 0
for positive© but at high incidences mq-t-m̂ V 
is about jOfc more negative than m g . Given the 
experimental scatter of the individual derivatives 
this is not altogether unexpected.
Within the overall accuracy of the results. 
Figs. 4.45 and 4.46 appear to confirm the assumption 
of linearity that m^ +- mq & m^. However, any 
cross-coupling effects are likely to be of second 
order magnitude and therefore the accuracy of 
the results does not permit a more definite 
statement to be made.
4.2.7 Comparison of measured derivatives with those 
from other sources
Figs. 4.47 and 4.48 show the z and m 
derivatives together with results from other
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experiments, which used wind tunnel oscillatory 
methods.
The only other results obtained for the 
model G planform came from experiments carried 
out at the RAE by Fail,(ref 21) which are at 
present unpublished.
The model used in ref. 21 had a centre line 
chord of 5ft (1.52m) and was mounted inthe RAE 
13ft X 9ft (3.96m X 2.74m) tunnel. Wind speeds 
of 150ft/sec (45.6m/sec) and 200ft/sec (6lm/sec) 
were used. The wing was pitched about an axis 
at 0.62co to measure the pitching derivatives 
z^ and mg. m^ from these tests was converted 
to O.667C0 using the conversions given in 
Appendix 5.
The RAE results compare favourably with the 
present m^ derivative, particularly for negative©. 
The Zg derivative does not correspond so well 
however, the RAE derivative at zero incidence, 
being almost twice that found in the present 
tests. At high incidences the RAE Zg derivative 
does not become positive although it does become 
less negative.
The wind tunnel results do not distinguish 
between positive and negative pitch rates and the 
sinusoidal oscillation technique gives a 
continuously varying © throughout the cycle. The 
pitching frequency used was 3.6Hz which corresponded 
to a distance of about 6 chord lengths travelled
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during one cycle. This is considered slow 
enough to eliminate the influence of transient 
effects on the derivatives and the use of two 
wind speeds confirmed there was no discernible 
effect of non-dimensional frequency on the 
derivative.
Cooper (ref. 26) employed a delta wing of 
aspect ratio 0.8 and foot chord 6ft (1.83m) in an 
oscillatory test in a 7ft x 5ft (2.14m x 1.52m) 
tunnel. The wind speeds were 60 (18.3), 90 (27.4) 
and lOOft/sec (30.5m/sec) and frequencies from 
0.5 to 3.0 Hz were used. Pitching axes were at
0.5cq and O.639co«
Although the wing used in ref. 26 had a 
different planform, the aspect ratio v^s about 
the same as for model G so it would be expected 
that the derivatives would lie quite close to 
those measured here. The z g derivative from 
ref. 26 compares well with the RAE value. The 
derivatives Zg and m^ which are effectively 
and m̂ Y were also measured in ref. 26.
The ẑ Y term is higher than that measured here 
but is of the same sign over most of the range 
of incidences covered. The mw derivative 
measured by Cooper was attributed by him to 
contain a random error as it followed no set 
pattern. The use of such a large wing led to 
appreciable tunnel interference effects, 
corrections for which have not been applied to
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the results quoted here. Ref. 26 states that 
wall constraints may reduce the derivatives by 
as much as 10%.
Some of the earliest results for slender 
wings were those obtained by Wright (ref. 12).
He used a gothic wing of aspect ratio 0.75,
4ft (1.22m) root chord in a tunnel of cross- 
section 10ft X 12ft (3.05m X 3.66m). The wind 
speed was 150ft/sec (45.6m/sec) and the pitching 
frequency ranged from 1.3 to 5.6Hz.
His results compare well with the RAE 
results. Differences may be due to the different 
planform but are probably within the accuracy of 
the measurements.
In general; the measured m g derivative 
compares favourably with the results mentioned 
above within the accuracy of the present results. 
The z g derivative, however, does not agree very 
well with those from other sources and none of 
the other results show the change to a positive 
z^ at high incidence. There are no experimental 
measurements of {he other derivatives except 
ref. 26 for the w derivatives, but Cooper 
believes that his measurements may be entirely 
due to experimental scatter.
It was not the purpose of this research to 
develop a theory to predict the longitudinal 
derivatives, It is useful however to compare 
the results with current theoretical predictions.
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particularly for the q and w derivatives which
have no other experimental results for comparison.
Two theories are shown here for comparison:
(i) R.T, Jones slender wing theory (ref. 3).
This classical theory is a linear one based 
on the concept of virtual mass and takes no 
account of the effect of the leading edge 
vortices or the effect of the trailing edge. 
For steady state lift however, it yields a 
lift slope which is very close to the measured 
value at zero lift (see Fig. 4.02).
The calculation of the derivatives is 
given in Appendix 4 and those for gothic 
and delta wings are shown for comparison.
The derivatives are, of course, independent 
of incidence. The theoretical derivatives 
are shown on the vertical axes of Figs.4.47 
and 4.48. They are shown to be of greater 
magnitude than any of the derivatives 
measured here or by any of the other 
experimenters. The fact that the leading edge 
vortices are not taken into account may be 
the reason for this. For instance, the z^ 
derivative is entirely due to the virtual 
mass term, no account being taken of the 
vortex lag.
(ii) A more advanced lifting surface theory by 
Garner (ref. 4) takes into account the 
trailing edge effect but still ignores the 
leading edge vortices. His theory is based
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on the steady state lift distribution 
calculated from Multhopp's lifting surface 
theory (ref. 27). The values shown here 
were communicated to the author by Dr,4.J.Ross 
of the RAE. She used the theory to 
compare with some results gained from free 
flight model research at transonic speeds 
using the model G planform (refs. 10 and 28). 
The results of the model tests (refs. 10 & 28) 
showed good agreement with ref. 4 for m^ 
at transonic and supersonic speeds. The 
z derivatives given by ref. 4 can be seen 
in Fig. 4,47. The and derivatives at 
zero-lift can be seen to be higher than the 
values measured here but are in fair 
agreement with results from other sources.
The Zq derivative is approximately the same 
as that given by slender wing theory, which 
is about twice the measured value.
The m^, mq and mê derivatives (Fig.4.48) 
on the other hand, show good agreement with 
the experimental results.
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5. FLOW VISUALISATION
5.1 General
The experimental system provided a very good 
opportunity to use flow visualisation technique 
to indicate the position of the model wing leading 
edge vortices during unsteady manoeuvres. It was 
hoped that by measuring the position of the 
vortices, a correlation might be found with the 
normal force and pitching moment derivatives.
Several techniques of flow visualisation were 
tried to assess their suitability for this type of 
facility. They were:
(i) The injection of dye into the vortices.
(ii) The suspension of particles of nearly the same 
density as water.
(iii) The emission of hydrogen bubbles along the 
leading edge of the wing.
The tests are each described in the following 
sections
5.1.1 Dye filament method
A small bore tube was led along the centre 
line of the wing and the open end turned through 
180* to inject dye at the apex of the wing in the 
same direction as the free stream. The other end 
of the tube was led to a reservoir mounted on 
the trolley. The reservoir was filled with 
potassium permanganate dye and the outflow 
controlled by means of a tap.
The dye worked well in showing up the 
position of the vortex core. The major drawback
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was the rapid discolouration of the water in the 
tank. The emptying and filling of the tank was 
quite a long process^ and it tended to initiate 
leaks. For this reason the technique was rejected.
5.1.2 Suspended polystyrene balls
Polystyrene balls of specific gravity 
slightly greater than 1 were tried in 2 different 
sizes, 0,04in (1.6mm) and 0.015in (0.6mra). As 
their density was slightly greater than water they 
sank slowly, the smaller balls having à slower 
rate of descent than the larger ones. The 
technique adopted was to release a handful of 
polystyrene balls into the water and then drive 
the wing through the ’cloud* of polystyrene balls. 
The polystyrene balls were illuminated by a 
500w floodlight mounted on the trolley vertically 
above the wing. This arrangement gave the maximum 
amount of reflection from the balls at right 
angles to the direction of incident light.
It was found that the smallest balls gave 
the best results as they had a lower rate of 
descent and it was easier to obtain a dense, 
uniform 'cloud* with them. The definition of the 
vortex cores was not as good with method (i).
5.1.3 Electrolysis (hydrogen bubbles)
If two conductors are placed in water and 
connected to an electrical power supply, oxygen 
will be emitted at the anode and hydrogen at the
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cathode. This fact is used in the electrolysis 
technique. The volume of hydrogen emitted is 
twice that of oxygen (there being two atoms of 
hydrogen to one of oxygen in each water molecule), 
and the amount of the gases given off depends on 
the size of the conductors, their proximity, the 
conductivity of the water and the voltage of the 
power supply.
Ref. 29 gives a good description of other 
experiments carried out using this technique. In 
most of these, rather sophisticated circuits have 
been used to give pulses of bubbles which can be 
observed in their subsequent passage through the 
fluid. In our case this was not necessary as a 
constant stream of bubbles was all that was 
required,
A simple test was set up using a fine copper 
wire (0 .006in (0,13mra) dia) as the anode and the 
wing surface as a cathode. The anode wire was fixed 
to the surface of the wing with insulating tape 
which also insulated the wire from the wing. The 
anode wire ran round the perimeter of the wing and 
was supplied by a 30v adjustable d.c, power supply.
The results indicated that this was the most 
promising method. The bubbles showed up very 
well and were drawn into the vortex cores to give 
good definition. The circuit was very simple 
and convenient to use and there was no 
contamination of the water. As a result this 
method was adopted. The experimental apparatus
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is described in the following section.
5.2 Apparatus for hydrogen bubble technique
As described in the introduction, the technique 
required two conductors to act as an anode and a 
cathode and a power supply to provide a potential 
difference between them. The choice of anode 
material; size, etc. was mainly based on ref.29.
The wire diameter was chosen as a result of 
studying Figs. 5.01, 5.02, 3.03 taken from ref. 29 
which are reproduced here. The anode consisted of 
a fine wire (0,003in (O.075mm) dia) attached 
to the leading edge of the wing and the cathode was 
a thin flat metal plate attached to the undersurface 
of the wing. Wires were led along the sting to a 
power supply. The model wing and a scale used to 
measure the position of the vortices can be seen 
in Figs. 5.04 and 3.03. A schematic diagram of 
the wing and circuit is shown in Fig. 5.06.
Platinum was chosen for the anode as it could 
be cleaned by reversing the polarity. Other 
metals corrode when this is done. The cathode 
was made from stainless steel plate. The wing 
itself was made from a formica laminate to the 
model G planform. The 0.003in (0.073mm) dia 
platinum wire was attached to the leading edge 
with cyanoacrylate adhesive. This type of 
adhesive requires only a very thin film and provides 
instant contact adhesion. The small dianeter of
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the wire meant that a sharp leading edge was 
maintained.
Some tests were done to find the optimum 
supply voltage. At low voltages the supply of 
bubbles was inadequate. The volume of bubbles 
increased with increasing voltage but a point was 
reached where the wire rapidly became contaminated 
and the supply of bubbles diminished. Because of 
uneven contamination these bubbles also collected 
into irregularly spaced larger bubbles. A 
compromise between the bubble supply and speed of 
contamination of the wire was reached with a 
voltage of about 15v. To clean the wire between 
runs, the polarity was simply reversed. The 
platinum wire was lacquered on the trailing edge 
and one leading edge so that a clear picture of 
a single leading edge vortex could be obtained.
5.3 Recording of flow patterns
Three methods of recording were used:




It was originally intended to carry the camera 
on an arm extended from the vertical slide over the 
side of the trolley and thus able to move with the 
wing. It was found, however, that the cameras were 
too heavy for this and so they were fixed on a frame
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mounted on the trolley. The camera was then able 
to move with the trolley but not move in 
elevation with the wing. This did not prove to 
be a very big drawback. The frame to carry the 
camera is shown in Fig. 5.07.
In all cases a black background was used and 
the wing was lit from above using a 500w floodlamp. 
The flow pattern was filmed from the side of the 
tank at right aq^es to the direction of the incident 
light.
To aid in the measurement of the vortex 
position a scale was attached to the sting shield 
and travelled with the wing.
5.3.1 CCTV and VTR
This proved to be very useful for initial 
testing and qualitative analysis. Without the use 
of CCTV it would have been very difficult to 
establish the best values of current density, 
trolley speed etc. as the wing was small and was 
moving relative to the observer. Equally, the 
time interval involved in processing film made 
the use of still or cine cameras unattractive 
for initial testing. CCTV gave good magnification 
onto a 21in (54cm) screen and provided instant 
playback facility with the use of a VTR. The 
contrast could be adjusted to give good definition 
of the vortices and best results were obtained 
when the contrasts were reversed to show the
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vortices black an a white background.
Although this method proved excellent for 
initial testing and qualitative assessment 
(and later for demonstration purposes) it was 
found unsuitable for quantitative analysis. The 
main limitation was the distortion of the image 
on the television screen. This became worse 
towards the edges of the screen. Another 
difficulty was that one frame could be held for 
about 20 seconds only and was not very steady 
during this time. These drawbacks could have been 
removed by the use of more sophisticated 
equipment. The cost of suitable equipment is much 
higher, however, and was far outside the budget 
of this research project.
A videotape recording was retained for 
demonstration purposes.
5.3.2 Cine camera
A Bolex 16mm cine camera runming at 
64 frames/sec was used to record several complete 
runs. It provided the most complete record of 
a run and demonstrated the build up of vorticity 
when the wing started from rest. It was 
considered that this was the best method for 
detailed analysis of the whole rum. In our case, 
however, where time was limited, it was thought 
that the volume of information yielded by this 
method would have been a disadvantage. It was
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decided that the use of a still camera to,record 
a few specific points during a run would be the 
best solution in the time available.
5.3.3 Still camera
A Nikkormat camera was used with a Pan F(AS A 40) 
film, a shutter speed of l/30th sec and aperture 
set at f8. An electronic flash was used to 
illuminate the wing. The camera was triggered 
using a cable release operated by a cam as shown 
in Fig. 5.07. The position of the wing was 
recorded on the film by locating the wing with 
lines drawn on the tank side.
A total of 24 pictures were taken covering 
examples of steady runs, plunging, constant q 
and pitching. These were taken at different 
incidences and at different stages in the run, 
but all unsteady pictures were taken at a non 
dimensional rate of 0.0325.
5.4 Results
A selection of the still photographs of the 
vortices is shown in Figs. 5.08, 5.O9 . The 
^positions of the vortices measured on these 
photograps have been plotted in Figs. 5.10, 5.11.
They were all taken at the same incidence, 18*, 
except for the constant q one , which was at
17*20'.
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The conditions were:
18® constant positive w
18® constant negative w
17*20' constant negative q
18* constant positive ©
18* constant negative ©
On inspection, it can be seen that there is 
very little difference in the position of the 
vortices. The quality of the pictures is not as 
good as was achieved in some of the early tests. 
There is some irregularity in the path of the 
vortex core where previous work (ref. 30) has 
shown it to be a smooth line. It is thought that 
this was due to some unevenness in the wire 
attached to the leading edge. This would not only 
lead to uneven flow separation but also uneven 
contamination of the wire causing localised 
concentrations of hydrogen bubbles.
The use of the measuring scale tended to 
obscure the vortex. Fig. 3.10 shows the position 
of the vortex cores over a range of incidences 
measured from the steady results. No correction 
has been made for parallax error but as they are 
only intended for comparative purposes, this should 
not affect any broad conclusions which may be 
drawn from the results. The vortex core follows 
a straight line from the apex of the wing for most 
of the wing chord. Near the trailing edge the 
vortex core begins to curve away from the wing as 
it forms the trailing vortex. As the incidence is
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increased the slope of the vortex core, relative 
to the wing, increases. These features have been 
well established in other research (ref. 50).
Fig, 5.11 shows a similar treatment of the 
paths of the vortex cores in unsteady flow. The 
constantÔ runs (pitching) show a difference in the 
position of the vortex for positive and negative 0 
at the same incidence. Their positions are 
consistent with a lag effect, the vortex remaining 
at the position of a slightly higher incidence as 
the incidence was reduced and remaining at a 
slightly lower incidence as the incidence was 
increased. The difference was too small, however, 
to measure at this scale and draw any firm 
conclusions.
The w and q runs were only successful at 
either positive or negative rates so no comparison 
could be made. These do, however, lie very close 
to the steady positions.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
The system has demonstrated its ability to
provide the complete set of unsteady longitudinal
derivatives ẑ V» Zq, m^, mq, m ^  for a sharp-
edged slender wing over an incidence range from 
o o0 to 24 . In doing so, it has been able to 
provide the pure pitching derivatives (rotation 
at constant incidence) Zq and mq, for the first time 
under laboratory conditions.
The system was simple in not having to be 
designed to withstand large cyclic forces. Also 
the instrumentation did not have to discriminate 
the small phase angles of these large cyclic forces. 
The inertia forces due to the model wing were small 
in relation to the aerodynamic forces, which 
eliminated one of the major sources of error in 
oscillatory tests.
The main failure of the system was in the amount 
of mechanical noise transmitted from the wheels of 
the trolley and the followers to the output signal. 
This noise was the main reason for the scatter in the 
results.
The steady motion measurements of and 
show good agreement with existing values from other 
sources when account is taken of tunnel blockage 
and wall constraint. The repeatability of the results 
provided a basis which could be used with confidence 
for comparison with the unsteady motion results.
The unsteady motion results show a lot of 
experimental scatter but it has been possible to
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extract the basic derivatives. The experimental 
scatter was more for the normal force derivatives 
than for the pitching moment derivatives because the
rat io A Cm was greater than ACĵ  , It is encouraging
CN
that the Zq and mq derivatives, which are normally 
unobtainable in wind tunnel experiments, show the 
least experimental scatter because high-gain 
amplifiers were used to measure them.
The derivatives appear to be linear with rate 
within the accuracy of measurement. They do show 
a difference for positive and negative rates, however. 
The summations of the w and q derivatives show close 
agreement with the 0 dérivâtives but reservations 
must be held concerning the addition of two derivatives 
containing so much experimental scatter.
The derivatives are shown to be dependent on 
the incidence of the wing and for the pitching 
moment derivatives the trend corresponds with that 
measured in oscillatory tests. The normal force 
derivatives and ẑ V show a change in sign at 
high angles of incidence which has not been shown 
in oscillatory tests. This trend corresponds with 
the concept of the derivative being comprised of two 
effects - the virtual mass and the vortex lag.
The results used for comparison (refs. 12,21,26) 
have been shown to be independent of non-dimensional 
frequency over a limited range but because of the 
experimental scatter in the results of this experiment
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It is not possible to say whether the difference in 
the derivatives was due to frequency effect.
The transient response at the beginning of the 
test run is potentially very interesting since this 
could provide a more detailed knowledge of the effect 
of the continuously varying acceleration and speed 
in an oscillatory test. A good correlation was 
obtained between the amplitude of the transient 
impulse and the virtual mass but separate experiments 
with more accurate cam rails would be necessary to 
investigate the transient properly.
The flow visualisation experiments did not 
produce photographs good enough for quantitative 
analysis but it is thought the hydrogen bubble 
technique offers enough scope for improvement to 
make this possible. The still photographs show a 
small movement in the position of the vortices for 
positive and negative pitching rates. The cine and 
television films provided a good opportunity to 
see the build-up in vorticity for a wing starting 
from rest.
Whilst the system has demonstrated its ability 
to measure the longitudinal derivatives, much more 
work needs to be done to improve its accuracy, 
particularly by removing the mechanical noise, and 
reducing electrical interference.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS FOU FURTHER WORK
The main area requiring further work is in the 
reduction of the experimental scatter. Significant 
improvements in this respect could be achieved by:
(i) Running the trolley on air bearings to 
eliminate vibrations transmitted from the 
main wheels.
(ii) A more accurate cam rail profile, possibly 
machined from a single piece of metal and 
paying particular attention to the transformation 
from the straight section to the curved 
section of rail. This would have the further 
benefit of making it possible to study the 
transient behaviour at the start of a manoeuvre.
(iii) Stiffening the sting to raise its natural 
frequency and enable the vibration at the natural 
frequency to be filtered out more easily. In 
addition, the sting could be damped by having
a q)lit sting or fitting a close tolerance ring 
on it.
(iv) To compensate for the reduction in strain with 
a stiffer sting, semiconductor strain gauges 
which have a higher gauge factor could be used. 
The drift associated with this type of strain 
gauge would not be a problem over the duration 
of a test run.
To enable the increments in and Cm in 
plunging and pitching manoeuvres to be amplified, 
the strain gauge output signal could be compared to 
an analogue signal simulating the quasi-steady
—  -
variation in and The difference between the
two signals could then be amplified in a similar 
fashion to the constant q manoeuvres.
The original intention of performing test runs 
at constant forward accderation was not carried out 
and this is an important area for further work to 
complete the measurement of the fundamental unsteady 
longitudinal derivatives.
The present system is only applicable to 
slender wings since the Reynolds number is 
unrepresentative of real flight conditions. To 
achieve a significant increase in Reynolds number, 
say to 10^, would require a combination of 
increasing the model size and speed of the trolley. 
These increases would probably be beyond the resources 
of a small University laboratory experiment.
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APPENDIX 1
Design of stings and calculation of theoretical strain 
gauge outputs
Sting no, 1 was made from commercial grade aluminium 
alloy, and sting no. 2 was made from IÏE30 aluminium
alloy. Both had a value of Youngs modulus E of
gapproximately 10 x 10 . The dimensions of both stings 
were nominally the same and are given in Fig. A.1.1.
The deflection and end slope of the sting are shown in 
Fig. A.1.2 for a 0.6 Ibf (2.7N) load applied at the 
aerodynamic centre. There was s deflection at the 
aerodynamic centre of 0.12in (5.07mm) per Ibf of normal 
force and a slope of 0.021 rad per Ibf. The model 
itself weighed 0.055 Ibf (0.244N). The maximum normal 
force of 0.6 Ibf (2.7N) therefore produced a deflection 
of0.073in (l.83mm) and a slope of 0.0125 rads. With 





The gauges had a resistance of 120 ohms and a 
gauge factor of 2.05. The outputs from the strain gauge 
bridges are given by
(i) Normal force bridge circuit
Consider the model producing positive normal 
force and pitching moment. The strain gauges on 
the upper surface are under compression. The strain 
gauges on the lower surface are under tension. (Fig.A.l.l)
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K rResistance N, lower » R-voR,^,
N̂ . lower = R-»5 R»«v 
P.D. across 2.4= 6 R,ĝ -* S R̂
\ 2R
now 6 R|t - ^ 5 X gauge factor
R
Moment, y, Moment %-c |x gauge fectorEl, EX2.
now/ y
Elj
and MomentMoment-s(Normal force xL*+PM)— (Normal
force X Lt 
4- pitching moment)
a. Normal force x (t, —  )
'.Output =. Normal force x (L, —  L2. )/ ^ | x gauge
V  ' '
Substituting values, Outputs Normal force x 180 x Vmicrovolts
(ii) Pitching Moment Bridge
Again consider the model producing positive 
normal force and pitching moment (Fig. A.l.l)
Reistance M, lower = R+S R^^
M ̂  1 owe r » R + 6 R 
. PD across 6-8=SR^ - S
now ^ ^  - ( & g % ,  - £ . 5 * 3  ) X gauge factor
R
Moment Moment,
El 0 . X gauge factor
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Now
and nig N^ =. n râ
then the normal force cancels and 
& X ^ ( n  1) X / ^ \  ^ X gauge factor
Output - P.M. X (n-1 X ̂  X gauge factor
Substituting values, Output = Pitching moment x 70xVmicrovolts 
Therefore for a load of 0.6lbf (2.7N) and a bridge 
voltage of 6v the output from the lift bridge was 
650^  and with the pitching moment focus at O.733co, 
the output from the pitching moment bridge was 250/iy.
At first sight it appears that no amplification 
of the signal was necessary for the lift bridge 
using C.40 galvanometers (with a sensitivity of 
0.067 V/cm), and a gain of only about 2.5 was 
necessary for the pitching moment bridge. It was 
necessary, however, to amplify th^signal and put a 
resistor in series with the galvanometer in order 
to protect the galvanometer should a short circuit 




Reduction of noise using filters
A noise signal appeared on the output traces due 
to vibration of the sting. The main cause of this 
noise was vibration in the vertical mode with some cross­
coupling from lateral vibration. The strain gauges were 
symmetrically placed along the neutral axis of beiiding 
in the lateral plane, so that any lateral bending should 
not produce any signal. This was not quite true in 
practice, but the lateral bending contribution to the 
vibration was small.
If the wing and sting are considered as a simple 
mass-spring system, the natural frequency of vibration is 
between 44Hz (including the mass of the sting) and 
49Hz (ignoring the mass of the sting) in air. This was 
confirmed by tapping the wing-sting combination in air 
and measuring the frequency of the resulting Vibration 
on the U/V recorder. Repeating this in water, it was 
found that the frequency was reduced to 17.3Hz. It was 
also noticed that other vibrations occurred at a much 
higher frequency, presumably a harmonic of the first 
natural frequency.
To remove the noise signal a notch filter was used 
to remove the first natural frequency and a low-pass 
filter to remove the higher frequencies. The circuit 
diagrams of the two filters are shown in Fig. A.2.1.
A.2.1 Output signal from notch filter
A notch filter is a second order system whose
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transfer function is 
Vout 14- (Ts )
2_Vin 144Ts4-(Ts )
which produces a gain and phase lag in the system.
The input to the filter is a signal from the 
strain gauge proportional to the normal force or
pitching moment, which varies in the form:
-  ■ ' •V. =. at 4- bt where t =• time
and a and b are constants 
Solving the differential equation using the
#
D-operator the full equation is:
(D*4- 2 y v n D W n * ’) Vout = (D^4-Wn^) V in 
The solution to this equation is:
Complementary function Particular integral
Where the complementary function describes the 
transient and the Particular integral describes 
the steady state response. In this case 2 and 
WjjS llOrad/sec. For an electrical system with 
capacitance in the circuit the conditions 
atfc= 0 are V *  0 and ^  s 0
dt
—6 "3 V —Solving we get =( 14x10 a+2.33 x 10 b)e
+ (-2.64x10 a+34xlO*b)e 4- a(v-0.0364)-»-b(S:-0.0364)
”S4- 1.32x10 a
The response to a ramp input is shown in Fig.A.2,1
for two plunging and pitching rates.
4.2.2 Output signal from low-pass filter
A low-pass filter is a first order system
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whose transfer function is 
Vout ^  1
Vin 1 •*- Ts 
The input is of the form 
Vin =. at%-bt 
The differential equation is therefore
(D-*-Wn) Vout-WnVin 
The Complementary Function is:
Vout - A €
And the Particular Integral is:
V o u t =  ) +
The complete solution is then:
Vout = Ae'^^a(t-j. b(t-i, ) +  3a
wn wn Wn*“
In this case w^ = 86rad/sec and putting V=0 when T=0 
Vout= (0.01136b-0.00052a)e^^ a(t-0.0114)*4-b(t-0.0m)+0.00039a
The response to a ramp input is shown in Fig.A.2.2 
A.2.3 Output signal from galvanometer
A galvanometer is a second order system whose 
transfer function is —
Vout s I______
Vin l+2iTs4(Ts)®'
The input is of the form 
Vin - at%-bt 
The differential equation is then:
(D^ 23wnD»Wff) Vout= wn^Vin 
The complementary function in this case, where 
5 = 0.64, is:
Vout = 0 Ac o ŝ jSM wnt+Bsirufe-VWnt )
' - 1 0 4  -•
And the Particular Integral is
Vout a(t-2 V^n)^-'' b(t-25/wn)-2a/wn*^8a(i?/wnf’
The complete solution is then:
CO* JSm  ciwvt +  CL^ - 2-V » C f "
2xv/a J +  «
In this case 5= 0.64 and wn - 25lrad/sec and putting 
V z 0 when t=0 we obtain
(6 QOSb-0'Oooo46<Z)e'̂ L̂sK)2.t' 4 oc(V-o oosj^ + o o ^ + O  oodiZô .
The response to a ramp input is shown in Fig. A.2,3,
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APPENDIX 3 
Virtual Mass
When a body is accelerated through a fluid, the 
fluid around the body must also be acaierated to maintain 
the flow field around the body. The extra force needed 
to do this must be supplied by the force moving the 
body. This makes the body appear to have a bigger 
mass and for this reason the extra mass of the fluid is 
sometimes called the ’virtual mass’. The associated 
Inertia is called the ’virtual inertia’.
It is fairly easy to calculate the virtual mass 
from potential flow for most simple bodies. It is given
by .
wherejJ is the velocity potential 
V  is the freestream velocity
The derivation of this equation is given in ref, 23.
For a flat plate of chord b and infinite span this
equation yields the result (see, for example, ref,23)
msiTû b^ per unit span 
4
For wings of finite span, a correction can be
applied to this equation. Ref.23 desrcribes a series of
tests which were made to determine this correction for
a variety of plates.
To apply this equation to a slender wing, the wing
was divided into chordwise strips and the virtual mass
integrated along the span. This gave a loading which
fell to zero at the tips. This overcame the difficulty
of applying results in ref. 23 which applies to 
rectangular and elliptical wings. For the model G
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planform used in this experiment the virtual mass was: 
m = 0.0152 slugs (0.21 Kg)
As previously stated, this value is based on
potential flow theory. The flow round a slender wing
differs considerably from "ideal flow” having large
regions of separated flow, and therefore the virtual
mass was thought likely to differ considerably. To see 
if this was the case, a simple experiment was set up.
A.3.1 Experimental method for measuring the virtual mass
The experimental arrangement is shown in
Fig.A.3.1. The wing and supporting sting were
removed from their normal positions and fixed in
a vertical position. An additional shield was a
attached to the sting shield which extended to
very close to the trailing edge of the wing and
had the same span as the wing. This was used to
prevent any significant flow separation at the
trailing edge so approximating to the flow
about the wing in forward motion. The wing was
towed through water in this position at constant
speed to measure the 'drag' coefficient. The
trolley was disconnected from the winch and
attached to a weight via a string passing over a
pulley at the end of the tank. Releasing the
weights gave the trolley a nearly constant
acceleration. Runs were performed in air to
measure the inertia effect of the model which was
subtracted from the inertia measured in water.
The reed switch markers on the U/V trace were
used to measure the acoEleration and the normal
force and pitching moment measured during the
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test run. Runs were performed using a range of 
weights to give a range of accelerations. Further 
runs were performed with the model wing at 
different angles of attack.
A.3.1.1 Measured virtual mass
The drag coefficient and pitching moment
coefficient of the wing normal to the flow
oand at an angle of up to 20 to the normal are 
shown in Fig.A.3.2. These were used in the 
analysis of the accelerating runs.
In the analysis the acœleration was assumed 
constant between the reed switches. The 
acceleration was then calculated by measuring 
the time interval between the reed switches and 
an average speed was calculated. The drag 
force was then found for this average speed and 
subtracted from the measured load on the mod el 
wing. A correction was made for the inertia of 
the model wing itself. The resulting normal 
force and pitching moment on the wing were then 
assumed to be due to the acceleration of the 
virtual mass. The virtual mass thus measured 
was approximately 0.040 slugs (0.36Kg).
The values of Cn measured at the beginning 
of each run for the W and q manoeuvres were 
plotted against incidence as shown in Figs.4.17, 
4.18, 4.30. These were compared with values
of Cn obtained by the product of the normal 
acceleration and the virtual mass.
It is evident from Figs. 4.17,4.16, 4.30 
that the experimental value is much larger
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than the values obtained during the w and q 
manoeuvres, which are much closer to the 
potential flow values. It was concluded that 
the flow over the wing &hen it was treated 
as a flat plate normal to a viscous stream 
was even less representative of the true 
flow field than the potential flow case.
Fig. A.3.3 shows a comparison of the three 




One of the earliest attempts to predict the lift 
curve slope of slender wings was the theory due to 
Jones (ref. 3)* This theory was based on the concept 
of virtual mass in potential flow. Although it gave a 
linear lift curve, it showed good agreement with the 
lift curve slope at zero lift where the flow is 
attached. lief. 31 shows this theory applied to unsteady 
longitudinal motion, giving the following equation:
The lift per unit length in the streamwise direction,
where
z
For the case with positive Ô, no vertical translation (pitching):
0 s; 0
•aœ-'ôt 3scc>t
"B^Z. = O  ^  - O
at*- s**- 














For the case with positive Ô, positive w (constant q) 
3  (T oSc,
y  V  - ê  3^2. = Ô
Bsc, at
S23r sr «b r- Oaoc»-
L S -nps*-(fC3M2L\/è) ^ZixrpVsàs (-e6ro^)^u>-i-v/^
For no change of incidence
— ©  (l-s^  ■* uJ -V V  ©  = Co^skavJr"
The derivatives have been non-dimensionalised as follows
Z^) =• — 2 =   s-  fA ___
‘4 / . V ^ S c o - ^
V*-
Z a  —  z  «w^ =  bA---
V V
 2:  < A ê =   — --
'4/oV'*'S.©Çs, %_pVyc..8Cg
V V
- I l l  -
A.4.1 Theoretical longitudinal derivatives for a wing 
of aspect ratio 0.863 with different planforms
The derivatives have been calculated for the 
AGAllD model G planform and for delta and gothic 
planforms of the same aspect ratio. The three 
plahforras are shown in Fig. A.4.1. The complete 
set of derivatives is shown in Table A.4.1 and 
plotted against pitching axis position in Fig.A.4.2
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APPENDIX 5
Transfer of axes for measuring derivatives
In oscillatory tests, the unsteady derivatives 
are measured about two axes in order to be able to 
separate the plunging and pitching derivatives. It is 
also necessary to be able to convert the derivatives 
measured about a pitching axis to another pitching axis 
to compare with other experimental results.
In the following analysis it is assumed that
fpitching about an axis x**-x is equivalent to pitching 
about an axis x with a plunging component superimposed 
at X. The following conversions have been used to 
transfer results from other sources to the pitching axis, 
Ow667co, used in this experiment:
Consider a wing pitching about two axes at x and 
x+x* respectively, the normal force and pitching moment 




4- * tA^(z-x'e) + IA% Cz--=«:/^
+ H^6sc' ♦ Mè©=c/ + t4i(z.-Dc.'e)x'4>l£̂ 2.a:/
•4 - ( > A 2 . - » V lx .3 û * ) 2 . - v ( iA ^ .» t 4 ^ - a £ .^ z .  *■ 
t'J = M g © 4 ̂ 6 ®  + ̂ z . + Y4 îz.
ss ( N o - 3 c ' V i ^ © + ( ^ é > - ^ ' ' ^ 0 ®  +  ^ ï ? ^  -V V J ^ i + v A - ^ i L
In all cases there are no stiffness derivatives;
M "  = (Ke*- % 'N ^ e  U. (rA^ -V 3C.' ( tA ê -K \0 -t ic ‘̂ K £')ê
■V ( r A i ,  4- * A Z .  +  ( h \ t  +  N ^ J C - O  ^
Nl” = N@e ^ (tA g -x /tA z ^ ê  4- W j .±  +  M%z
(i) Plunging manoeuvre (constant w )
O = initial attitude
é  *=• 0
rA“ ̂  e  N2%/)z_ +  (h/lt +
N * =- Me 0 -»"
(ii) Constant q manoeuvre
N  ' % N ^ 0  4- NJr.') 0 +* -♦*
(iii) Pitching manoeuvre (constantQ)
(b = z_ = O
+  ( f A i ,  4 - Kl ̂  c c ^  z .  




Fig. 4.44 is taken from ref. 25 and shows the 
chordwise loading distribution on a wing of aspect 
ratio 1.0. Now, in the case of the model G wing, 
the normal force on the wing can be expressed as:
Cn * aot-v boC^
If a load distribution due to the rotation of the 
wing is superimposed on the steady load distribution 
shown in Fig. 4.44, this can be expressed as a function 
of the effective incidence distribution caused by the 
rotation.
If the increment in incidence at any point is
then:
^  Cn  ~ a -v-bA«?'-v 2boCAoC
To calculate A  Cn and A  the wing was divided into
spanwise strips and the increment in incidence at each
strip calculated for a pitching rate, 0 Cq s 0.07
V
about 0.667c q . The total increment in Cn was then given by: 
A C n  = t ■» k AOC;— ^  4
It was assumed that _
Ch C-u
Similarly
The results of these calculations are shown in Table A. 6,1 for
7. 5^. Dividing by 0 Cp gave the derivatives:
V
z^= 0.11 m^& 0.10
Similar treatment for^Cp 22^ gives :
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